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1867. His text was Hab.

3:2.

I: cannot

recall a single point of the discourse, but
very distinctly recollect his closing words,
in which he briéfly reviewed the years that

. | had passed since he entered the mission.
8 ‘No, 80 Washington 8t,, Dover, ¥. .
He spoke of every missionary by name
LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Agent.

who had

gals

|

letters on business, vemiltanoes of money, &c.,

should bo addrossed to the Agent, and all communica

labored here,

of all the native

préachers, of the occupation

gf each new

station, and of God's abundant
blessing
"This
done,
been
had
that
work
the
upon
:

a

struggle he answered the heavenly sum-

to cee the hills of New Enghina again,

mons and went to be forever with the Lord. for which we begin to sigh.
°C. 0.1L,
And we all pray, and so may you ‘who read | Green Bay, Wis,, Sept. 3, 1868.
this, that the old man’s

mantle may fall

some young brother in the

mission.

on

An-

other belBved yoke fellow has gone to join

The N. Y. 8. 8S. Convention.

our glorified ones ‘before the great white
throne. We thoughtwe could not spare

The recent meeting of the New York State
him from the broadrand busy field, but the Sunday School Association, at Elmira, was

tor is one

of the most magnificent of all

the deciduous trees.
"3. The country is especially adapted to
stock and fruit raising. Grass grows fine- |
ly and remains green nearly all the year— tution,

obviating the expense and wouble of so
mach

winter

feeding of hay

and

grain.

Cattle thrive well ; though as yet not much

Sage

and the amendinent has not yet been

ratified, as the votes of these negroes were
necessary in order to

If that be so,

then Georgia isnot back in the Union, and

-

her Senators and Represontatives will lose
attention has been given to prredbreds
Lord called him away to rest. + Only for an geeasion of greatinterest, Eleven hundred The Baltimore cattle market, perHaps the their seats in Congress.” Fron
other south| sounds like the good man's’ “valedictory, heaven could we have let him go. Kind delegates, representing all parts of the state, best in the country, is easily accessible; dru states we have
Jy of scenes of conTERMS. For one, JOAR" $3,00; or if paid strietly in
thoughtT, but said it not, as he spoke with reader, pity the sorrowing widow and the and several religious denominations, spent and the larger part of the capital and enter- fusion and disorder in abundance.
advance, $2,60.
We
futherless children, and whenever. you three days in convention. A large number prise of the comitry are devoted in this diSubscribers in Canada and the other British Prov- | true heart eloquence of those who having.
all look for a beter state of things after
will be charged 20 centsa
in addition to entered the field after him were yet sumthink of the good man whose dust new of delegates from other states attended thd rection.
pd the Presidentias election.
postage to the
*th8 pics of the paper, to prepay
moned before him to the rewards of the sleeps beside Rama's in our little burying meetings of the Association, bringing words
. THE CHINESE ENIBASSY
Very little attention is yet given to fruit
Al Ministers. (ordained nd
licensed,) in glorified in heaven.
At this time the in- ground at Balasore, plead, in faith and fer-)| of cheer from their respective fields and ‘culture, though it obviously might be made sailed from New York for England, on
Bug in the
ip Efeowil Baptist Connexion are
of the exercises. a source of greap profit. - Apples, peaches, Wednesday last, on board the Java.
fitmities of age had taken stiong hold upon vor plead, with God to raise up a strong adding much to the interest
oat
to
asAten in obtaining
.Aecri
arding moneys.
The
annual
report
of
the
Secretary
showed plums, pears, ba
his
large,
stout
frame,
and
he
was
eomand
suedessful
native
ministr
y in this Jand
&e., are raised with cordingto the statements of acontemporary ,
Ming and on all moneys cola very general organization of the state into
lected and remitted
em.
plaining of certain strange sensations which of Satan’s possession and power.
Ly
the greatest ¢ase and success. People talk the Chinese expressed much satisfaction
county and town associations, and a gratits and fs should be particular to give
now
and
then
well
nigh
paralyzed
and
:
JAMES L. Pines,
.of having peach trees thirty years old and with their visit among us. Everywhere
- ie
Rosh
oes ( Comty and State)
Sea
of subscribers for
fying increase in the number of teachers and
He had just been relieved
&c. Remember, it is prostrated him.
yet in bearing. Yankees with small means, they’ have received the greatest possible
*
:
; ay
names
of the towns whors] they reside that we:
scholars fn the schools. More than eight
ad oa names of the Post Office at which they from the heavy burden which the care of |’
after a little, could livegpsily and prosper-| popular attention, andat the. seat of govreceive their papers.
hundreds of famine stricken creatures at
A Trip West."s,
] thousand conversions were reported as har. ously here by frait raising, '
‘erninétit they ~reecived courtesies which
All3 obitun
accounts of revivals, and other
ing taken place among those connectedw,
Metrapore
had
imposed
upon
him
for
——
EY
have been but twice awarded since the es3, Hust he Accompanied with the
4.
The
mineral
resources,
especially
of
the school during the past year.
oroper nwo
months. An incidentof that period I may
tablishment of the goverpment—a formal
“It is not a vacatjoh by any means of
Discussions were held on variens subjects coal and iron, .arve virtually exhaustless.
have given the, Star readers before, but it which I am to speak, but one of hard and
reception from both Houses of Congress, —
The
principal
coal
vein
here
is
about
nine
will bear repeating. The Famine Relief earnest work. It is necessaryto say this of importance, among which were ¢ The Jeet thick and of the finest quality. The In addition to this they partook
of the hosAdvantages of Uniform Lessons,” “The Use
Committee of Balasore tried to persuade in the outset, for vacation-excursions
are so of the Temperance
iron ore is said to be of the first quality but pitaiities of the Pr esident, and, both officialPledge
in
Sunday
Bhekarito accept wages for his faithful numerous just now that your readers would
‘is not worked—at 1
t not in these pavts. ly and socially, of the same courtesy from
work of months in ministe ring as their bein danger of mistaking this for one of Schools,” and *¢ The Sunday School Work It might be to adv antage znd profit. West the Secretary of State, They
visited the
agent to the pressing needs of the sick and these “Fushionables, were it not distinctly in Rural Districts.” *
of here, petroleum oil js found jn large and great physical curiosity, Niagara Falls, and
The
general
opinion
expressed
was
deci
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1868. starving multitudes. But this he steadfast- stated to the contrary.
dedly in favor of using the same lesson in increasing quantities, and: the business is took a flying trip to Buffalo, and thence toly declined to do, saying that he was a
My first denominational work was the ar- all the classes of the school. The teachers enlarging.
Bosgon, where they were most hospitably
preacher in the employ of the mission and rangement for the passage
5. Land for farming pwyposes just here entertained. In nodnstance has anything of delegates to would, of course, have to adapt the instruc.
U Shard,
could enter into a similar contract with no Gen. Conference, made
sper occurred tomar ov affect, the sincerity of
in Boston. The route tion to the varying conditions of their class- is worth from fifteen to
}
a
———t
second party, So abundantly - satisfied is over the Bostorl
and Albany and N. Y. es. A great interest is developed where all acre. Back from the railroad, and in less the exhibitions of the people's sympathy for
The lake lilies open their tinted hands,
were this Com. with our brother's manageCentral roads. We are to leave Boston at
settled progressive parts of the State, land the represemtatives of the ancient empire of
And lay out their gold in the sun;
)
ment of the relief operations, that when the 2:30, P. M., on Monday, Sept. 5, and. reach the schools of a town ef city have the same
The little buds cluster around in bands,
:
cheaper—in some wases not more than, the East, and through them their with for
is
relief-center had closed they presented him “Buffalo, on Tuesday, at 11 A. Mm. The fare lessons. The lesson of the week then fur. two or three dollars per acre.
To walt til! their robes are done,
~~,
4 the fature . prosperity and welfare ‘of the
with fifty Rupees. He could not accept will be $20.50 from Boston to Buffalo and nishes a common topic of coversation among
N
6. There are not very many * Freedmen” | empire itself. .
Under the cloaks that round them fold,
Christian
people,
and
many
fresh
and
v
a
even this without egnferring with the resi- return.
¥
In the silence and the night,
Tickets are good from Oct. 5th to ble ideas avé thus gathered. The le
here. There never were many slaves in
dent niissionary, and upon receiving the the 21st. By any other route
Esch heart piles up its perfumed gold,
we should be {2published in ‘The Sunday School Teacher” these parts.
Correspondence.
Bach robe grows glowing white,
money took it straight to his pastor; pre- much longer on the road,
Te
and probably have been used with marked success in man y
7. There are openings here for almost all
senting the whole as a thank-offering to the reach Buffaloabout mid-night,
JOHN ALLEN.
kinds-of industry, and especially for .entercay doten where their brown feet rest,
which would places.
Lord for his mercies toward his household necessarily increase our expenses somewhat.
damp and dark together,
From intimations received from the Star, the
On, the Temperance question, there was, prise and progress in any good direction.
_— wee buds all their wee cheeks pressed,
during the famine.
He was afterwards The tickets are fot sale at the bookstore of naturalily enough, but little difference of
8. Society is frank, generous, and warm- conclusion is. that fears arc entertained relative
Through the radiant glad spring weather.
to'the honesty of Mr. John Allén, known apersuaded to give only a tithe of this sum
D. Lothrop & N. P. Kemp; 38 & 40 Corn. opinion, though it did appear ‘that there are hearted, but not generally very highly cul- “the wickedest man in New York,” and the reinto the Loid's treasury, as the whele was
Within, each held a wondrous power,
tivated.
The redeeming>feature is that formatory measures which he has adopted, and
school teachers, some of whom
hill, Boston, and will not be for sale at the Sunday
: b
That rose up through the wave,
not accepted. The balance will now be of ticket offices.
/
are church officers, who have publicly there is a strong and increasing desire for which are creating considerable interest.with
And slowly, surely, hour by hour,
essential service to the bereaved widow.
two classes, the best and the worst, inthis city.
The next point aimed at was New Hay- refused to sign the pledge and by their improvement.
A. D.W.
Untoits stature gave.
—-His mind'was of a very praetical™ turn en, Huron Co., Ohio,
That very strong religious influences; difficult to
‘Flemington, West Va.
example have prevented whole classes of
where
the,
Ohio
NorthThe waters warm wrapped all about,
resist, have of late héen thrown around him, is
and he delighted in holding, up the plain ern Y. M. was to assemble.
After a few young. mea and boys from doing so. There
Half way down came the sun;
very evident, and that he is. susceptible to the
| common sense. view’. of Christianity . He | hours in Buffalo
was
but
one
member
of
the
convention
who
and
a
night's:
rest in DunThe: power within reached up and out,
force of such influences is quite as evident. On
‘was fond of familiar illustrations and these
Events of the Week.
kirk, theY. M. was reached about 9 r. »., openly ‘opposed the introduction of the TemTil the highest hight was won.
Saturday night’ last, Aug: 29th} at midnight, he
made his bazar efforts not only acceptable in company
with Bro. Slater, of the Ashita. perance pledge into Sunday-schools as *¢ irannounced to all who were present, that there
Now one by one their cloaks unelasp,
== | but attractive and iimpressive. The people
:
WASHINGTON MATTERS.
N
wouldbe no ‘more dancing in his house and that
bula Q. M., whom we met 16 miles back, at relevant,” ‘‘foreign to the proper work,”
They shake their fresh robes down,
. The question of the reassembling of Con- it would henceforth bé a house of prayer, In
"|loved him, and hence he wis always heard Monroeville:
Junction.
We found Bro. and a‘‘side issue.” He probably understood
.And-shedding fragrance from their grasp,
gress, on the 21st, does not seem to be def- accordance With this declaration, a noon-day
with respect. His voice was commanding,
the
sentiment
of
those
present
before
the
They balance on necks of brown.
Irons making
a strong appeal to sinners,
initely settled. Respecting it there is man- prayer meeting is now held daily in the old dance
. | and his tall, well-built form. was itself a as we rode
up to the church. To say that discussion closed,
From lowest depth to highest hight
ifestly three opinions, Besides those who hall.
power for good, for it gave him dignity and the sowid of gospel
Vv
ery
interesting
remarks
were
made
by
preaching was cheerTo-day the place was literally packed. “The :
A rare, sweet life they win;
are in favor of the reassembling ot Con| brought him deference in an, assembly.
ing: but feebly expresses our feelings, as brethren who had |been at work in the more
hdl itself is small, 30 by 40-it may be, but 20 by
From darkness damp to clearest light
gress and those who believe such a course 30 is nearerto it, .Itis situated on the first floor,
As a speaker he was rather powerful than
- The upward hth liks been.
:
we caught the good old sound 825 miles remote and neglected rural districts, and unnecessary,
there are those who believe is low posted and dark and dismal. The antegraceful, more fervid than finished, sending
by
others
whose
labors
had
been
in
the
misfrom. home. The Yearly Meeting is not
Within cach mortal’s heart is hid
that a quorum should be present on the room isqearly half the size of the hall. Over
‘earnest ‘words from a warm heart instead
sion=schools
of
the
cities,
all
going
to
show
* A power to make life glorious;
large, but it is sustained by brethren of
of -studied sentences from a disciplined|. "warm hearts and strong faith. “A cordial that energy and devotion to the work can 21st, for the purpose of extending the time head in the large room still hangs the tissue paOpen the casket, loose the lid,
brain. * His real strength’ was much more reception was given to brethren from overcome all the obstacles usually met in any of ‘the recess. Whatever conclusion is per ornaments of various eolors, which from apAnd elimb to hights victorious.
pearances may have
been useful as a resting
apparent in the ‘bazar than inthe pulpit, abroad. We thought it rather too cordial in of these places. A model recitation
was con- reached must be reached soon. The recent place for flies, and a lodging place for tobacco
*T'will lead you straight to heaven’s gate,
course pursued by the President towar i
and I think he enjoyed the out-door -effert the case of one who had
smoke and dust. Across the farther end of the
to preach four ser- ducted by R. G. Pardee, Esq., illustrating . Gen.
Where angels wait to welcome all
Meade is somewhat singular. It ap- hall is the old bar, extending three fourths of .
far
more
asa
general
thing.
One.
of.
the
an
excellent
mode
of
teaching
any
lesson
to
Who strive and work from morn till late,
mons during the meeting besides making a
pears that the General brought to Washing- the distance across the room. The other fourth
very best and most suggestive - efforts of
Po hear andhed the Saviour’s call.
missionary - address; but
the brethren the majority of our classes. Miss Lee, of
ton an official report entirely exploding all was occupied by somtehing else, but what we
the calmer kind that I now recall was his.
—Ohristian Register,
Minnesota,
gave
very
fine
examples
of
‘“meant it for good,” though it was pretty
the stories about the ill-treatment of. the don’t know, and dared not risk our reputation to
in
»
essay on How can the native preacher best
teaching
fuivenile
classes.
Several
genhard on the recipient. A good collection
Ashburn murderers, and asked permission ask, and so we guessed that if was a music stand
help the missionary ? This showed no litwas taken for Foreign Missions, and quite an tlemen illustrated the proper use of the
or loft may be. Behind this. stand or loft is a
Missionary Correspondence.
to print it. The President got the report “door Jéading to other apar tments not yet open to
tle close thinking and correct analysis,
amount contributed and pledged for the black-board in Sunday school instruction.
————
During the session of the convention, sev- into his hands and then had a statement the public, and between it and the bar is a narrow
More than any other native preacher new interest at Cleveland.
On Sabbath
The Biddeford Proda-Death of Bhekari Nein=eSheton
among us, Bhekari had the happy faculty evening three rose for prayers, and Bro. eral prayer meetings were held daily, chil- purporting to be General Meade’s report | pass to the floor in front. Should this deseripof his Life and W
of superintending a community and provid- Baker, the pastor of the church, assisted by dren’s meetings at different times and prepared, and sent to all the Democratic tion prove unsatisfactory, the reader can examine
a,
India, June 30th, 68.
the place if he ean find 304 Water St., N. Y.
ing like a true pastor for both its temporal Bro. Slater, decided to protract the meet- places, and several open “air meetings by papers, virtually admitting the ill-treatMessrs. Editors: —The
Print ting
Press
At twenty minutes before 13, to-day, every seat
ment
and
ministers
and
Jaynien
accustomed
to
that
designed
to forestall General in the hall was occupied, and as the people conpresented to the Mission by the Biddeford and spiritual wants, Our native brethren ing.
work.
Meade’s full report. Such a procedure
tinued to come in. a fow of ‘us.took positions inChureh has come and is at work. It will, lack this ability to manage public interests
We found Hillsdale ooking as pleasant
is decidedly ' Johnsonian. The notorious side the bur, and seated ourselves ‘where no
The,
interest
of
Christians
in
the
Sunday
and
plan
for
the
good
of
all
concerned:
we hope, prove a valuable auxiliary in car
as ugual,-and enjoying ordinary vication school work in this ‘state has been increas- Binckley has
returned to Washin gton, after doubt the whiskey bottles stood until last Sabrying‘ on this enterprise. Its tracts ‘and Our brother had his serious defects in this prosperity. _After spending one day in this
spending
ing
for
several
years
past,and
great
improvenearly
a fortnight in New York bath morning. The meeting Was conducted by
line,
still
he
was
decidedly
in
advance
of
all
books ‘will soot be in circulation among
seat
of
the
sciences”
and
theology,
surfor
the purpose of procuring evidence of a lay brother, who read the fivst 14 verses of the
the people. Will not the brethren whose our other native preachers. For some time xrounded.by abundant harvests of the cere- ment has been made in the mode of conduct22d chapter of Matt., and followed the reading
ing schools and teaching classes.
The the corruption of Commissioner. Rollins, — with
a brief éomment and prayer.
The princi- :
generous gift it is, pray daily and earnestly he was in charge of Santipore, beforeit als, we wended our way to the great city of
Sunday School Institute has been found to- The attempt was Substantially fraitless, pal features of the meeting Were requests for
came to be the home of a resident missionfor God’s blessing to rest upon it, to accom‘Chicago. A hearty greeting met us at the be an important agency in promoting the Binckley disgracing himself, the country prayer. One by a neighbor of Mr, Allen was in
-pany all its publications, so that his pre- ary. When removed by vote to Balasores| Western F, W. B, headquarters—the office
writing.
He seemed really in earnest for salva
interests of our schools, and the Lord has
and all concerned.
the
villagers
were
very
reluctant
to
part,
cious truth shall be published far and wide
tion, Another was by Mr, Van Meter of the
of the Christian Freeman. Long may the blessed them abundantly.
ROSECRANS
with
him,
and
to
this
day
they
speak
his
-LEE
CORRESPONDENCE,
by it, 'and the glad tidings of salvation carHoward Mission in behalf of aman largely enFreeman live and largely may it prosper, is
The spirit of the convention was healthGeneral Rosecrans has published a cor- gaged in mercantile business, on Water St., who
ried to many benighted hearts: and homes ? praise. © He proved a finther to them and the heart-felt prayer of your correspondent. ful and its impression good. Several of
[ know we shall have plenty of work for it they loved him as such. For the last, two We will not dwell longer here, as we shall our ministers were in attendance and en- respondence between himself and Gen; was in the meeting yesterday, but could only
to do. In Bengali, Oriya and Santal new years he has been stationed at Metrapore, visit this renowned place again, and proba- joyed the occasion greatly. We gird our- eral Lee and other prominent ex-rebels, find time to-day to call at the mission and send
his request. After prayer, Mr. . Ervin was intro‘books are constantly needed, and these we a little village just at the foot of the Nilgiri bly see more. of its vastness of extent "and selves for the winter campaign with new which took place at the White Sulphur duced as having heena gambler, prize fighter, &e.,
hills,
eight
miles
from
Balasoré.
A
branch
have to prepare ourselves, as many. of
its business energy. Leaving here and pass- zeal and courage, and go forward praying Springs. On the part of Rosecrans, itis a &c., who spoke principally upon his experience.
them are not to be had elsewhere. In San- of the Balasore church is located there. ing through city after city; every one new,
ridiculous piece of toadyism.
He states His remarks were appropriate to the place and
God to bless us even more abundantly in
the occasion, and can scarcely’ fail to do good.
that he has come ** to learn the condition,
tal particularly we have to manufacture all His health beginning to fail, he was called bright and growing, we arrived in Ripon, the fatyre.
™
Prive.
wishes and intention of the people of the He was formerly a companion of Orville Gardour material, for the reason that no one into the station, and upon finding that this Wis., a city of seven thousand inhabitants,
Southern States ; especially to ascertain the ner, and in view of the conversion of that manhas been over the ground before, This suited him better it was’ decided to retain one hundred and seventy-five miles northand himself, he said that he had hope for every
sentiments of that body of brave, ¢ nergetic
alone keeps quite an amonnt of work on’ him and send out Sabbath supplies to Met- west of Chicago. Here a new interest is
West Virginia.
soul in the world.
Among the prayers offered
and
self-sacr
rapore.
About the end of May we were at
ificing men, who, after sustain- was one hy Boston Corbett, the man who shot “
hand for the press,
springing up under the care of Bra. Letts,
ing the Confederacy for four years, laid Wilkes Booth, the assassin of Lincoln. Hé was. «
. This month Ihave to chronicle the death Balasore, and that was the last saw of now of Fairwater, and the church is to be
We are in the receipt of letters, inquirdown thefr arms and swore ‘allegiance to quite earnest, romwlhat boisterous, and closed
I nowrevert with peculiar pleasof one senior native preacher, Bro. Bhekari Bhekari.
ing
concerning
the
characteristics
of
the
| dedicated next Tuesday. * The dedication is
every sentence with an “er.”
Many prayers
the government of the United States.”
words I had with him at
. Naik of Balasore, who died on thé 14th inst, ure to the fey
country
here,
and
of
the
advantages
it
offers
* He was converted from Hinduism in or that time. Being myself lald up just to be preceded by a course of lectlires for to northérn and eastern men. ~ Perhaps it He also calls Gen. Lee ‘a sepiesentative were offered for Mr. Allen and his family, neith
the bengfit of the church by Pres. Fairfield,
er of whom profess religion.” Mr. Allen said in
about 1885, and baptized by Bro. John then by an accident, the dear old maf‘came of Hillsa#lay” From here we were taken by may not be amiss to answer some of the ‘man, in reverence and regard for thes |Un- the iecting that he intepded fon to make u
Brooks, of thoEng. Gen. Bap." Mission, to sec me several “tinies. One evening I
ion,
the
Constitution, and, the’ welfare’ ‘public proféssion, but that he thought his in5
Be
Bro. Letts to his home in Fairwater. The inquiries through the “Star.
afterwards located at this station. In 1838 was sitting aloneon Bro. Hallaim’s' veran- . Waupun Q. M. commenced its session here
and says other things
fluence would he better with his ola associates if
1. In some parts of West Virginia the of the country
he received license to preach the gospel 1 | dah when he came up for fracts to take to
he continues as he is, and so he chooses to do so
Lee
Gen.
of
reply
The
foolish.
equally
spirit of secession is still strong, and radifrom our first missionaries, Bro. Noyes and’ the bazar. He had been suffering from ,the next day. This is one of the largest, if calism and northern men are equally the and his friends is just what might be ex- for the present,— a very great if not fatal mistake,
‘not the largest Q. M. in this section. The
we fear. Mrs. Align was in the ‘medng and
my father, botlf of whom were then laboring Jartial
f paralysis of the
right half of his |
It abounds in seemed very much affected, - weeping af times
pected from such a source,
objects of strong dislike. Bat the law, and
Foreign
Mission
cause
received
gordial
at Balasore.
Our second mission station,
body, and I noticed it in his movements,
sympathy. and a fair support. Ministerially state and local government, are in the ‘“ glittering generalities” acd bitter com- freely. She is a Very quiet, unasiyming lady,
Jellasore; had not then been occupied. So which cost him more or less pain.
T hardly
treatment which they have somewhat diffident apparently, hut wears avery
the Q. M, is strong, uncommonly so, If it hands of the radicals, and are likely to ve- plaints of
, you see that our dear brother’ 8 career dates expected him to walk tothe bazar and there
main there ; so that secession hatred is pow- received sificé the close of the war, seem- pleasant face and looks as if she were the better
retains
a
good
proportion
of
Its
present
clerback to the early days of our work in stand and preach an hour, and expressed
atheart of the two. The missionaries
in this part .
ical strength it must soon be much stronger erless, and northern men, capital, and en- ing to have - forgotton all ‘that transpired of the city are hopeful, and men of long experiOrissa. From the first to thagery last,— my surprise at seeing him start, when he
things
of
state
The
date.
that
to
previous
terprisé
ave
warmly
welcomed.
In
this
and larger than it now is. . Financially it
ence in this department of ¢ hristian labor speak
save a sorrowful interim, when for serious answered, “I have strength still to go to the
in
of this work as of God.
“el Es Brake,
infraction of the gospel code he was sus- bazar close by, and I do love to preach ought to-be, and can be the strongest of part of the state this is especially the case ;
THE SOUTH
New. York, Sept. 4th.
and the hope of inducing northern immiany.
Wealth
is
standing
all
around
in
the,
* pended from active servios asa preacher, there, nbw we find many pilgrims ready to
shape of stacks of golden grain. 1 counted gration was a powerful motive in the turn- isanything but satisfactory. The action of the
tions donlgriod for publication should be addressed to
thie Biditor. .

The Worry Star,

but from which fall, by tho Lord's miracu. hear the gospel.”
lous mercy, he rose, like Simon Peter to follow the Master with firm and willing feet to

the end,-—~Bhokarl has been an earnest -and

thoroughly devoted Christin worker,

Ho

wag always beloved by his Hindu opponents,

who could. but admire the manifest sincer-

The’ evening I was to
leave, Bhekaricame in, talked very cheer-

fully for a_ while, and saying namaskar,
(the native
good-bye) was going out, when
something occurred to him and he halted at
the door, and then returning, took my hand

again,

twenty-six stacks from the church steps,
within half a mile and including only about
eighty degrees of the horizon.
The remainder of the circle would probably give

Tho eyes were full of tears and "the ‘within the adi

:

always hearty and impressive,

The
The Jasilime 1 heard him preach in Chapel
was during heq. M. at Jollasore in Mayen,

fast to the end.” ‘I never saw those lips
more after that. Bro. Hallam deseribes
his death as somewhat suddén and unex-

pected, but very calm’ ‘and peacefdl. At
8 o'olock on Sabbath ‘evening,’ without a

will Baptist hands,

2, West Virginia is the Switzerland of
America—hilly, picturesque, grand. The
celebrated ‘* Natural Bridge,” described

a like proportion. So there could not be
less than nine thousand bushels of grain’ by Jefferson, and

of halfa mile, Other sections
oe ity-and efrnestuess of - his appeals” fn the | “votes tremulous with deep ciiotion as he |
of the Q. M “will compare favorably with
“basse and markets. He was not a’ peut said, ‘Do pray much for me that I hold
this, Let these farmers conscerate n fair

peaches in the ordinary sense of
, but he wis a good preacher Whose

ing over of West Viginia College ingb Fn ee-

percentage of their income

to the cause of

‘God and they can do great things for the

Ga..House
twenty-five
body is not
causing no
parts.of the

of Represcntatives in expelling
negroes from their seats in that
only contemptible, but is also
little solicitude to be felt in all
country respecting what the

The German colony at Valdivia in Southern
Chili, bave a sehool for the exclusive education
of the children of German settlers, who almost

universally profess the Calvinigtio, belief.

The

bishop of that department, however, sent f mes

sage to the principal to the effect that, jn accord.

visited by so many, is end will be. A bill is now before thé Leg- ance with the laws of the co try all of the scholars should receive Instruction 3 he Catholic
just without our limits; but many of the | islatuxe
of the same state declaring. negroes | git. fe
elements of its atiotion are possessed by
scenery within our borders. Many of the
trees of the country are unknown ‘at the
north—such a8 the Judas
Tree, the sour

and that all offices now filled by negroes eigners it did not xeem‘be declared vacant by reason of the inelige tine, and tie Qeclined to comply; ih

‘“Popples” of the west and north.) The lat-

question is raised

ineligible to any and all offices of the’ state,

ibility of the occupants, and that

the

‘tution bole Aspectally for abd st

Gov, | 80 the hole affair has been

ito.

ed by for

strict jus
he order.
the. hands

cause which many of them love. Attending and sweet Gum Trees, and thé Tulip Troe, be directed to have such offices filled, in of the Minister of the Interior,
in also Minis.
one more Q. M, in this state, one in Ill, and (here called * Poplar,” but quite. unlike the compliance with the code of Georgia. The ter of Religion, and will be brought before Con-

the Convention in Indiana, and then we hope
Cy

whether fie

thing has

gross,

A very lively time is expected

the debate.
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Missions in Western Africa.
a

BY MRS. V. G. RAMSEY.

THE,

WORK

OF

THE

CHURCH

tences

MISS,

Lord

SOCIETY.

Samy

tn

for

of

the first, as 3 nursery

the.

interior

No

two hundred different nations
hundred
and fifty different

lei

han.

speaking a
languages

twice

or

thrice, - she cried,

Jesus lift yp thine arm.

didst deliver

hand of Pharaoh,

have their representatives in that ¢olony.—

thy
and

together. Sennacherib - who
name.

desire

dred in early life, and was consigned to.the
hold of a Portuguese slaver, from which he
was rescued by a British cruiser, and carvied to Sierra Leone.
There he was conreceived

CHristian

training

the Monroe Q. M. at Byron, in-the summer
of 1834 ; the couns:l being composed of Elds.

in

should never
be tolerated.

¢

Dec.,

from Freetown.
voyage arrived

1843,

Mr.

from

the

us

alsa;

O

of

Crowther

the

‘equal, than four men Who devote half of their

bama,

time to other pursuits.

churches.

He spent eleven years; with the

Ridgeway

church,

*

ron, Royalton,

i

. A few years ago a layman in a certain Q.

'Tsatin a quiet

and

|

and this Apostolic

Scrip- [ia West

were five hundred

the means of grace,

constant

eighty

with

see that he is worth

more;

and

Africa

teachers.

stations,
2451

100

then

being fully assured

let

on

communicants

Towards the closeof the year 1850, the
parties interested in the slave. trade and
consequently opposed to the mission, made

a combined and desperate attempt to crash
the rising Christianity of Abbeokuta, and
to drive the missionaries from the land.—
One Sabbath evening, a‘large army headed
by
the king
of Dahomey
approached
the terror-stricken town. © The missionaries
, encouraged the chiefs and people to Jofend

themselves against
their miercilesé foes ;
and the Christian conyerts went from their
prayer meetings to take their places on the
walls. The enemy armed with muskets
nrade u brave and furious attack, but they
were repulsed with great loss, and forced
to make au ‘iguoniinious retreat,
This unexpected vietory was unanimously aseribed
to the Christian's Gadand its effect on those
who

had

been

undecided

«existence

was

great}

plot against the

of the mission proved

v est advantage,
This mission has

very

nine

with

“the

Seasured ihymn

autiful

d

and since we are ‘‘ten thousand talents in «
din,
>
=...
the mid silence of the voiceless night,
debt and have nothing to pay” we must fly In
the slumbers flee,
dreams,
airy
When, chased by
to Christ, and all helpless and dependent, | Whom, in the darkness, doth.any spirit seek,
.
OrGod, but thee?
;
trust him for pardon of the sinful past and !
hs
le
he
ae
SR
i
i
for grace to. honor him in the future by a And if there be a weight upon my breast,

Ala.

Clarendon, Parma and Middlebury

that

play, and’
mated the
that | of ability
{ Only those

him ask
he

ral

7

ANDROSCOGGIN.
H.

Gilman

—

—

time of death was

in

|
|
|
||

i

Rev.

:

:

Parma

Parma, where he had

so established meetings ney his residence
on the ¢ ridge road,” once

in two weeks.—

He had also engagedto supply the Kendall

church every alternate Sabbath.

On Satur-

day, the 20th of June, he went to Ogden by
invitation to preach the next day and baptize~ten or twelve converts. He stopped
over night at his brothers, and was accompanied by him on Sunday morning to the
chureh, apparently in his usual health.—
"The particulars connected with that Salibath
exercise will be best understood by copying
.the memoranda made by Bro. James Hill
and Mrs. Norton, on their return froin the
Sec.

preachers

communicants.

«+ After Elder Gilman entered tlic pulpit,
he said, <The choir will please sing after
the reading of the Seériptures, the 313th
hymn.” He then read the last chapter of
Matt., then the hymn,
§

to do justice to such a subject

in

the

space

allowedin the colomns. of a. newspaper.
About the only sentence in which Bro. Jus-

wre

¢ Jesus shall reign where'er the sun
Doth his successive journeys run.’

The prayer with which he
reading. of this hymn, was

oft he great-

he
nassed through many

ctousness

are

uot

so working,

. may

the

words of A@droscoggin
sting them till
awakened from their dream of Yeélf-conceit,
and send their folly to judgment
time.”

before the

own

followed ‘he
in spirit and

ordaining,

and

bless

the race of man; and closed with joyfal
expressions of hope and confidence in the
blessings secured in the heavenly future for
those who claim them through a Saviour’s
blood.

:

There was in the prayer clearness of
thought and expression, unity and completeness, and warmth of feeling which rose
to the last. Immediately after its close, he

This senteiice evidently contemplates the
class of men aimed at by Androscoggin ;

said,

¢My friends, I don’t know as I shall

with the senseof a

paralysis; I dont know but my hour has
eome.”
Ile thén sat down. asked the choir
to sing, and beckoned to his brother. Soon,

be able to go through- the services this
morning.
A strange sensation has come
but it does great injustice to even them.—
They are not gensrally very sorely prassed "over me. | have been’ threateped with
nor always

Divine

very young.

call,

however,

They

generally

H

churches, and

has

always

stood

up

fally in defense of the doctrine and prac-

tence was in accordance with justice, if the

struction of Abbeokuta. In 1862 after twelve
yeats of preparation, he attemptedto carry

stances

ile made a vowto avenge himselt by (le dq- italicised part were left off. If the circum:
actually

demand

it, one might be

would rather die in the work.
Soon he
partially fell from his chair, and was carried

the best of fathers, his death

has caused

a

breach in the family circle that no human

Sermon hy Rey. D. G. Holmes, from 1 Cor.
15: 57; Theme, The conflict and the vietory ;
after which his remains were borne to By-

Convicted

day at sundown.”

+ He was the son of Edward and Hepzibath

Gilman, and born

in Vermont,

‘Feb. 28,

justified oven, in leaving the ministration of 1810, When he was four years old, his
4
* his purpose
into execution.
Aware of the the word to serve tables, Paul onee did this, parents removed to Ogden, N. Y. He was
{mpending danger, the Society issued a call Dut he saw his error afterwards and asked the subject of early religious: impressions,

for especial prayer that the threatened evil the church to forgive him for it. Those
Mba
verted; and a marvelous delif- who have followed the apostie in the first
thing do well to follow himix the last.
:
d them’
It is unjust to churches andto pastors,

for those who have a fortune or a trade
to |

arising from the instruction and correct,
example of dévoted Christian parents. Tle

Sinner—

years old, and was baptized by Elder Eli Han-

‘nibal, and united with the Byron church. He

wholly dependent upon their proper work to a higher work; ‘and not wishing to be
for support. And such churchesas join in * disobedient to the heavenly. calling,” he
flesh ‘and blood, and
| the conspiracy to rob the pastors of the fall ‘conferred not with

‘soon commenced

A’ Power,

| pa-

=F

————

the 4

in

t6"hold meetings.

Being

conscious of God's _presence and approba-

when the faith of Christ's disciples will be
sorely tested, by the taunts of foes and the

Those whom We really lovewe seldona {is a life, supernaturally given, and “superblame, while the least *‘root of bitterness” | naturally sustained. Once ina man, jt is
against another, will greatly, magnify bis | part of himself, possessing soul and body ;
tears
real faults, and suspect: him of many of | t is in his prayers and praises, in his

and recreations,
in his present cares and his hopes for the
Puzzle him in argument, and he
—— There is nothing new under the sun.” | future.
We ave living as our fathers lived, with | may be silenced for the moment, but he
the less closely to the cross.
hopes and feats, joys and sorrows, and will cling none
He has the witness within which no outplaps and purposes like theirs; we ave go- | ward cavil can silence. A man at death’s
{ and smiles, in” his labors

which he is not guilty.

ing over the same road which

untfumbered | door is cured

Let

mo fllustrate;

You

are a merchant, Mr.
A. bas gouds of you
to the amount of a thousand dollars. He
becomes poor,or indisposed to pay, and

herb,

when

all

that there is no possible curative power. in

physicians to ascrime, but God gays te hypberites, ‘How | sure him that he is mistaken ; and have you
shaken: his convictions? Not at all. He
can ye escape the damnation of hell.”
cannot doubt his own consciousness, He
—«Botter soil your hands vith honest la-| will not give the lic to his own experience.
The
with the humble Christian.
bor,-than your honor with unpaid bills.
1 t is 80
tried-the experiment on the blind
Pharisees

——Counterfeiting

by

mon is

counted

—~—False gods and false religions are

al it ; bring all the scientific

uni-

versally the creations of false Rearts:

his glass as to make
mean and insignificant.

them

appear

were

ordered to “lio low,” while shot and shell
comesto you with the following proposi- went howling harmlessly over us, so in a
tion ; “‘Tacknowledge the debt is justly due, world where the fiery darts of satan are
but,if I will pay you promptly for all’ the thickly flying, our only safety is in lying
,
goods I take from your store in time to low at the foot of the cross.
U

Next they questioned whether Jesus had
anything to do with the bestowment of vision. Then they sagely declared that even
if he had, he was buts sinner, and it was
only God that acted through Mm, who was

to be praised. But the healed man simply
stood and said : I know I was blind, always
blind, and that now I see; ind} Jew that
I began to see only when his‘wor
of powand Ibelieve in
him, Felt salvation isnot to be fed

wasove
spoken,
very er and-l

i

——While on the field |of battle we

man whose eyes Jesus had opened. They
first expressed doubt whether he had been

| blind ; or whether he was so from birth.

yourself better ——As we look at thé fuultsp or others, the
before’ you come to Christ, and thus at- devil will if possible place. before’ our eyes
tempt to save yourself rather than accept a powerful magnifying glass, which he alChrist is your whole and only Saviour? ways carries with him, causing their faults.
Thatis not possible. Your past life of sin is to appear a hundred times greater fhan
all unpardoned, and Christ alone can pay they really are, and if we .arve disposed to
the debt you owe. Tears and good works notice their virtues he at once so adjusts
of transgression.

by a simple

generations have ~traveled, and like. them | other means have been tried in vain. , Now
we must soon taste the last solemn experi- | prove to him that he ought not to have
faith in that herb; demonstrate learnedly
ence of mortals.

Ave you hoping to make

was converted in June after he was twenty combined ‘cannot balance the old account

fall back uponto underbid such as are soon began to feel that God was calling him

value of their. labors come. to grief in the
®
end.
‘

tiently toil on and fear not.”

7)

yet I

am a worker with God, ‘therefore wiil

ys

mer.
fleecing of apostates. But the gospel will
tice of our denomination, sympathizing
and
not therefore be emptied of
power: It. has
——The
iniquity
of
fathers
stops
hot
with
aiding according to his ability, all movea divine author, Christ is the living head
their brief lives, but continues to roll its of his church.
Salvation is by the cross
ments calculated to promote its welfare.—
be
“cursed
influence
down
over
generations
men cannot
“wants/of
The
alone.
He was the friend of the wronged and opexistence, and these wants
of
t
lnughed.ou
"
to
come.
Tn
pressed everywhere.
From the days of
cry out for a relief which only the religion
Birney unigl death he east his votes steadily ——A farmer had a very thrifty orchard of of Jesus can afford.
Science is wise:
for trecdom, And after the passage of the young pear and apple trees, but wishing to science is proud; science is potent; but
no word of comfort for a
drive their growth a little faster he set his science has
“Fugitive Slave Bill,” his house for several
all power beside a deathlosés
and
sinner,
workman
to
plowing
among
them.
This
years was a refuge to those who were fleebed. Men must have God brought nigh,
workman
was
a
very
radical
character,
and
|
ing from the cruelty of the oppressor, and
out of the infinite distance in which mere
quite a number owed. their safe arrival in so he put the plow to-thé beam, , destroying | reason places him and Christ is . “God
Canada to the personal efforts and money the best roots of the trees: thus went the! manifest in the flesh,” Men need a perfect
furnished by himself, often accompanying team among the trees inflicting injuries | human example ; and Jesus is their sinless
teacher,
them in person to see that the bloodhounds i from which they never recovered; illustra- | brother. Men call for an infallible
one who could say,
offers
Christianity
and
tive
of
this
is
the
fact
that
zealwithout
the
|
in human form did not intercept them De- |
“I am the truth,” Men must have somefore reaching the line that gave them lib- guidance of wisdomis a dangerous element. | thing that can cleanse from sin, and some
erty. He was kind and genial in disposi- ——True piety begins in the heart, and like one who can mediate for them with God;
amd the gospel tells of poping blood, of
tion, cheerful! and Happy in associations,
good seed deposited in good soil will de- |
demonstrating the correctness of the prov- velop itself into a vigorous plant ; while su- || a pegenerating Spirit, and of a ligh Priest
who “can save to the uttermost all who
erb, “A merry heart docth good lke a perficial piety is like the mosses which hide | come
to God by him.” Men want assurmedicine.”
Iis cheerful smiles and kind
(ance of another life; and Christ says, I
a barren soil or cling to dead trees.
words were to the soul like the showers and
am the resurrection and the life.” Christhe sunshine to the parched earth, causing ——The zeal of many a house hath con- | tianity appeals thus to all that is deepest in
the barrénness to disappear and the plants sumed itself. A proper degree of heat is human need, and highest in human _aspiration, and it will never lose its power so
of hope and joy to spring up all around essential to animal life, but let this become | long as men feel thatthéy are sinners and
him. And yet he was not vacillating; but intensified to fever-heat and the fountains must have a divine Saviour.
al
:
of * life are destroyed.
When
wisdom | + Skeptics imagine that the religion of
stood. firm and uncompromising where duty:
stands at the helm, zeal like the wind may | Jesus i¥merely a creed, and that like other
and the good of men demanded.
with safety fill the sail. N§it will have itsday and then dis| opinions
‘A kind and affectionate husband, one of
But it is far more than a creed; it
| appear.

THe was taken to his
But even Phinney and Coffin (the others from ‘the house.
ron and deposited by the side of those of his
were strangers to me) were more Sue- cousin, Calvin Gilman's, where everything father ang mother, in hope of a glorious
was
done
that
eould
bé
done
to-save
him.—
trials and’ vicissitudes.
buf in them all the cessful us evangelists than as pastors,
resurrection, .
:
blessing of God has rosted upon it, and it . Says
* Justice,” **Brq. A. complains His wife and family were sent for; but after
lit
8S. W. SCHOONOVER,
0
* ‘has grown and prospered. The king of that they sorhelimes labor Wil their hands about three holirs he becazne unconscious,
Dahomey has been dheir pevsistive enemy, neatly as much as others, and speaks as if il ‘and continued so until the last. He ghietly |
and the memory. of his: father's defeat were covelousncss which led to it, This sen- and peacefully fell asleep in Jesus, on Tues-

in 1860 rankle | deep in his savage heart, —

we,

»

For what is there on ¢arth that I desire,
Of all that it can give or take from me?
Or whom iu: heaven doth my spirit seek,
:
O God, hut thee?

on his face by a blow with a sledge ham-

man-

arm or sympathy can repair. Ie leaves a
take life casy; spend more money for towife and six children, besides a large circle
bacco than for books, and mote time in looking round .on the congregation from-his
of "other friends who sadly mourn his loss.
smoking and gossiping than in study. They seat, he said, ‘1 am very sorry not tobe But we are comforted by the thought that
able to preach to you to-day; I had looked
can make a’good show in a few sermons,
he nobly accomplished life's great work,
are willingto work cheap, and do not ac- forward fo it. 1 feel as much: disappointed
died upon the field of battle, and is saved
have already
complish much goad where they bestow ag any of my frierds ca.
forever with the redeemed in heaven. ,
lost the use of my left arm. .I have been
their labor.
"his class 13 not
very large,
His funeral was held on the 25th of June,
and all are tempted more or less: to fol- urged to desist from preaching and care, in the church at Ogden, where he fell.—
for my liealth ; but it has seemed toine that'¥
low in their footsteps.
To. class fathers
Phinney, *‘Coflin, Chandler
and; Fairfield
with them were gteat injustice to the dead.

are ‘against

a

Christ; the duty and | broad.” The monsters of the mighty deep, ‘had a strange power from the first. That
work of the Christian church to bring men | or minnows ot the rivulet: the ostrich which would have been the death of. any
y—
to the Saviour,—could
judge correctly of his | “which scorneth the horse and his rider,” | other system, was the life of Chiristiahit
as, a
public. execution of ‘its founder
the
or
the
tiny
humming
bird
among:
the
flow-,
fitness to be a leader of the people. He |
It accepted the stigma, and
malefactor.
was not cloquent according to the commonj- ers ; the king of beasts as he goes up from transformed it into a glory. It found the
acceptation of that term; and yet he pos- | his thicket,” or the smallest insect belong- cross a symbol of weakness and shame; it
and £
sessed the eloquence of a soul in sympathy | ing to the great family of God's creatures; has made it the’ symbol of stren
The pewer of the new faith was
with Christ, constrained by his love, and | the heaving ocean, .or sparkling, dew-drop; honor.
not merely in working miracles or physical
deeply impressed with the truthfulness of | the smallest atom of matter floating in the | wonders.
It wrought on mind; it revoluthe gospel, the danger of the impenitent, | infinitide of space, or vast worlds with | tionized character. There was a mysteris
the ability and willingness of Christ to save their steady revolutions; the cedar of Leb- | ous attraction in the infant churches which
them from eternal wrath. Many times his anon with its years numbered by niany | drew men to it in crowds, in despite of all
Persecution lost its terrors; imsermons would he marked by more than | hundreds, or the grass which to-day is and | obstacles.
prisonment
seemed to be coveted; stripes
average ability.. There would be union to-morrow perishes : the light of the glow-! were received
marks
with joy, as
their
and completeness of material, accompanied worn, the glittering rays of distant stars, | of distinction ; the rich surre
by a tender pathos in its delivery, spring-. or golden beams of the majestic sun. ghil, | Riopertys the poor counted not life dear.
ing from a heart pulsating with the lgve of all are in perfect obedience to his coni-| he unbelieving spectators said the men
were mad; but somehow they never apChrist that would carry conviction to almost mandment. And would the greatest en-| peared so rational in all other respects, and
emy
to
God
among
men
consent
to
haye
it
every listener}
Thins
as they felt sure of success, they
d
He loved the church most dearly. The otherwise? Only from the mopral world | on, and lived on, till in a few generations
writer has often heard him remark that would he banish God. ' True piety crowns | the world awoke to the fact that Judaism
Jess, “Lord of all,” Lord of all our time, | was dead, and classic heathenism was dead,
God had given him one of the best mothers
talents, thouglts and desires, and harmo- | and that Christianity alone lived! Aad it
that a nian ‘ever had, and he should just as
. has continued to live and to work its wonders on individuals and on nations, on art,
soon think of slandering that mother as to nizes what sin has rendered discordant.
speak lightly or disrespeetfully of the ——'niformity of opinion upon all matters science, polities, morals, philosophy, and
power in Pprochurch of Christ which gave him spiritual may be impossible, but the unity of the social economy—always a given
it to oper_ portion to the opportunity
birth.
Nothing grieved him more than to Spirit in bonds of peace is indispensable to ate, and hindered only by corruption, never
see discord and divisions in the visible body Christian life.
by mere opposition.
:
Skeptics imagine that its power is exot Christ. His love for the denomination of | ——Never attempt to cgst a mote out of
It is not so. There will be tides
his choice was next to his love for the | your brother's eye with a pitchfork, nor to | hausted.
in intellectual belief; an ebb and flow of
church.
He bore a prominent part in the cure his corns by stamping them with your | public opinion respecting thie religion of
battles fought against Calvinism in western thick boots, nor to dress his blisters with the cross. The number of professed disNew York during the planting of our an application of thistles, not to kill a fly ciples varies. The time may be at hand

lands; that they might realize the divine
presence ; that God would prosper the instihis

though fearful odds

Y

The religion of Christ is a power
——As our school-rooms are the nurseries
lage of heing intimate with him, and of of the state, so our churches are nurseries of world. r is is simply'a fact, which may
be explained but may not be denied. The
sitting by his side and hearing him dis- |{ heaven.
,
skeptic may have his peentiar opinion as to
course upon Bible. themes,—the atone- |
the source of influence, but squally with ©
“But thy commandment is exceeding
ment.as revealed in the Word of God and |
the believer he must admit its veality. - It

years gone by, and who were still with us |
in advanced life. He asked for blessings |
on the ministers of the gospel in different |
tutions of

consequently many under-csti- |
depth of Knowledge and amount |
which he really possgssed.— |
who were permitted the priv- |

.

| completed by Jesus

purchased a small place, being admonished
by failing health and the advice of physicians that rest was needed: But after getting settled in April, he could not content
‘himself with being idle on the Sabbath, and

rule keeps the fountains

14
and

more,

asketh receiveth.”

and two hundred candidates for haptism.—
The truth as it is Toe Jesus awakened the tice even approximates to.a conception of
deep attention %of the people, and many | the design’of “Androscoggin” is the last:
«were anxiously pressing into the kingdom, | ¢So far as I know, our voung men, when
But those who chose the darkness and cor- pressed with the Divine call, feel deeply
ruption of heathenism were greatly enraged,
the need of cvely possible help and trainand the converts in many places suffer- ing and are working hearlily for it.
If any
ed cruel persecution.
:
do not so feel, or through indolence or cov-

56 that this deep and bloody

Oakfield,

ACaUIYT un oi | ume,
BVOT | acquire
BW ever
th but few
\ which
k
simi-| { knowledge
been reached in other ¢Q. M's through
and hish eye rested upon these words,
g
|
lar means.
{ der the same circumstances.
.
.
| “For we are laborers together with God”
The conclusion of the whole matter is, if
‘Blessed words,
With him there was no attempt at dis- | when he exclaimed,
a pastor needs more salary, let him first

the

attendants

Ridgeway,

ae

=

dark

manner peculiarly solemn and impressive.
He referred with thankfulness to the light
Asking and Receiving.
bestowed upon man through Nature and
utmost kindness by the chiefs andpeople.
Mr. Crowther discovered his mother and
evelation, dwelling with emphasis on the
T—
:
brother, from whom he had been torn in|
In the Star of August sth, there appeared greater blessing revealed through the Word
childhood by the merciless man-stealers.— a short article whose caption indicated that of God. He prayed especially for those
Their meeting was most affecting, and the a one sided view of a niany sided subject who had lately become heirs of grace, and
mother readily received the truth from the was tobe taken.
In the Star of Sept. 2d, for those who were this day to go forward
lips of her son ‘and was one of the first con- some one, who writes over the signature of in the ordinance -of baptism; —for their useverts in the mission.
i
¢ Justice,” makes an extended reply. This fulness, and steadfastiess,”
and that they
The Divine blessing attended the mission «would be all well enoughin its way did it might be good soldiers of the cross. He
at Abbeokuta in a remarkable degree.— "not stand over the word, ** Justice.”
It-is then referred with feeling to the-few. pres:
Three years after its establishment, - there
thé absurdest thing +n the world to attempt
¢nt who had here served God through many | |
were. received

was.

Re-

| age F foe. and the
attempts for its destruction
3
}
| have turned out ** to the furtherance of the
| Gospel.”
Mr. Crowther has been made

ture énto the Yoruba language.
Peace having been restored, they hastened to Abbeo-.}
kuta, where they

ministry.

men, i. e., onc man wholly devoted to the
work is worth ‘more, other things being

always full. Would it not be well for us to
take a lesson from these African ChrisDahomey and the Yorubas, and they ‘were tians. not only in liberality but in the mandetained at this place .eighteen months; ner of giving ?
which time they! improved in® translating |
The Church Miss. Society has at present
parts

his

of

Lord!

ner. ‘You must by works of supererogation, |
pay the old debt incurred by you, be par-

-donedby - Christ or punished. But since
works of supererogation
are impossible, for
;
ipof
I
spent in the Monroe, Rochester and Gene- | the reason that the duties of each day de- of trust is unknown.
u
mand
all.otr
powers
in
their
performance,
|
jy,
4
humble
cottage
in
England.)
sée Q. M's, preaching with the Ogden, Byof

holy

hand

thy

| Lord.”
:
| Thus in a most réemakable manner has this
| mission been twice delivered fgom its sav-

and after a prosperous
at Badagry.- About this

and some

It is true that

punished? Fhis is your case, convicted sin- |

is worth more in the ministry than four ba’f

time a war broke out between the king of

the liturgy

as

men ofsuch real ‘worth almost invariably | “Samuel Gilman, Eli Hannibal and Hinckley.

:
i
Amn
Bishop, hiscolor and race not debarring
him
from
that
high
office.
which
Lis
learnpreached his first sermon in Africa, which
ing
find
piety
are
acknowledged
to
adorn.
excited great interest; and in January following he established a service at Free7| His work has grown wonderfully on his
town, in Yoruba, his native Tanguage. This | hands, and his influence in extending the
truth is constantly increasing.s New . mismade him-acquainted with a large number
of his own people, who like himself had sions kave been established on. the Neen
truth is taking deep
been rescued from the slave ships. A strong and the al
pfs of divine light are picredesire was soon manifested among them to root, and the
-|
veturn to their native land, that they might ing the deep darkness of the interior.
Five
years
have
passed
-since
the
native
make known the unsearchable riches of
Christ to their perishing kindred and cHiirch in Sierra Leone was thrown mainly
friends. The missionaries encouraged this on its own resources for‘the support of. the
desire, and one of their number was sent to native ministry and for the ‘educationof
explore ths Yoruba country, which lies ‘on the rising generation. The voluntary conthe mouth of the, Niger, more than 1000 tiibutions of the people support nine pastors: each of the congregations has conmiles southeast from Sierra Leonc.
They
found the people friendly ah more intel tributed largely to repair their churches,
ligent than most of the tribes. The chief and several have commenced to build new
expressed a desire that his people should re- stone houses instead of the wooden ones in
turn, and appeared grateful that they had which they have been accustomed to worheen rescued from slavery. The country ship. The schools are well supported, and
was fruitful and fair and the climate com- a larger proportion of the population are
under instruction than in any European
"paratively healthy.
In addition to these local objects,
On hearing this favorable report, the de- country.
there
is
a
steady increase in’ the contribusire of the Yorubas to return to their native
land was greatly increased, and hundreds tions for missions. This money i¢ not rais:
immediately began preparations to leave ed by large donations from the rich, but
the colony. In December, 1844, Revs. Messrs. every native Christian * gives weekly, ac
Townsend, Golmer and Crowther sailed cording as the Lord has prospercd him,”
of

competition

x

missionary to his native land.
On the 3d

such

M. offered a premium for “the best tract church, and soven with thé Middlebury
Some vague impression of the day foregone, =
place. Hundreds of warriors passed without which might be written upon the ‘Support ‘church. «In all of these fields he was suc- holy life. Will you go directly to Christ, Searce knowing what it is, I fly to thee , .
|
renouncing
all
hope”
of
help
for
yourself?
=
And lay it down.
these praying ones of the Ministry.” Much was written ; more sessful, as scores, if not hundreds, of souls |
.
| observing me,and Theard
;
Will you do it now?
AH. Morgen,
| ‘saying to each other, : God will deliver us,’ was said. Pastorsraimed to. deserve more; converted through his labors and yet living |
L Or if it be the heaviest that comes,
In token of anticipated ill,
:
as could testify, besides the many that preAnd the Lord: did deliver us. Suddenly our they asked more, they receive. more,
My hosom takes no heed of what itis,
the following figures will show: Church ceded him to the heavenly country a
k
| foes decamped, leaving their huts to eover
e
Since "tis thy will.
Chips.
their vetreat.
I consider this one of the No. I. then paid a salary of R600 per’ an- "forever by his faithfulness. His wliole min- |
Ce——
For O! in spite of past and present care.
greatest victories the church of God has num; it now pays $1500. No 2. paid. then isterial life was empbaticaily” a success.~— |
s
Or anything besides, how joyfully
| obtained by prayer. The king of Dahomey 8700; it now pays £1200; No 3. paid $200; Beginning with a very Ymited edutation, ——>Many evils alilict us, but a large pro-| Passes that almost solitary hour,
it now pays £1000: No. 4, paid 8400; it dependent for many years upon the labors | potion ofthese are imaginary.
My God. with thee!
came not into this city, neither has he shot
now
pays
$1000.
No.
5,
paid
$300;
it
now
of
his
own
hands
for.
the
-priucipal
part
of
|
| an arrow here.
By the way that he came
——A servant of God had long been toiling | More tranquil than the stillness of the night, |
| has he returned. There is great rejoicing pays %900, No. 6. paid $400; it now pays the méans requisite to support his family, | in a field so flooded with evil that hig cour- More peaceful than the stillness of that hour,
| among the people, and-the heathen eve’ #1000. No. 7. paid #200: it now pays with,but few books during his early minis- age at last began to fail. With great de- More blest than anything, my bosom lies
Benegth thy power.
no doubt, have | try, yet he acquired a fund: of practical | pression of spirit, he opened the spered volacknowledge that “it is the arm of the R700, ; Similar results,;

the schools. » Ilis piety and talents were so
marked. that he was sent to England and
completed his studies in the Theological
Institution ‘at Islington.
He was ordained by
.
.
»
—tie Bishop of London, and returned as a

>

Remember

Lord, our God."

to carry the gospelto their Gwin people.
Among the native laborers who have distinguished themsalves
for faithfulvess and
ability in the work of the Lord, the name
of Sgmual Crowther should not be forgot“ten.
He was torn from his country and kin-

verted, and

in

the

from

blasphemed

must be paid or pardoned, or the debtor |

Dec. 4, 1831, he was married to Miss Melis
sa White, of Byron. He was ordained by

consequence of

ations ‘for the past?

licensed; and

‘was

time an open door and ample remuneration, eventhough he might suffer long

member thy church,remember thy servants,
remember our children, and deliver us, OO

to train the native converts as teachers, and

to-encourage them in their ‘natural

people

e

.- Duri

ver after the joy

autumn following “he

FOFTLoTd
our God: Dor ot thou forswke—us:--underratetheir services: —6ne-whole—manThou

These people have been brought
from a vegionlying 1000 miles algng the
coast amd extoiding farinto the unexplorod interior oi the continent.
To this énd it
has hoes a leading object with the Society

¢ Oh

Oh Lord,

our Redeemer.
Jifs up thine Holy arm pnd
‘deliver us. “Thou hast sent thy messengers
to us with thy holy word! We trustin thee,

The Church Missionary Society. regarded
Sierra Leone from

our
come, will not that answer for payment also ——When we are really conscious of
, We _ shall never’ be
"not" appreciate our
iv doing simply your duty in payat you have in the future to. do

mighty arm with a sublime and unwavering |
faith. Rev. Mr. Buhler writing of this
time says, ‘* I overheard
one of the women
of my congregation praying with a fer:
vency which touched me almost to tears.—
With agony and tears, repeating her sen-

pins ake

| down in the weakest sa
bust infidelity, Christianit

creeds and parchments and

“more than
printed books,

more than ministers and churches.

‘It ig

itis tHe
the life of God in the soul of man;

experience of pardoned sin; it is the power of anew character; it is the foretasteof
eternal joy.—Advance.

TTT

bY

-

so strongly to a positive and

:

unbounded

materialisni; when we’ believe what we
see, and touch, and taste; when we note
that gold represents, asit never did so ful

before, the ~um total of earthly bliss, it

may not be unwise to recall: the fact that
there is an unseen, a strange, a mysterious,
profound and inexplicable

such times men have been

movedby terrible

throes, mastered, apparently, and controlled by influences Sifouger than their own
powerful natures, and

that then

aspiration

soars, while the soul glows as if touched by
The year 1857 was a year of financial dis-

tress and wide-spread ruin to the

mercan-

tile world.
In August of that year the Ohio
Life and Trust
pany collapsed, and
many men found that
they bad built up
heaps of sand which were suddenly

swept

taken place.”

It was in October of this year that Mr.
Lamphier,
a missionary of
the Dutch Reformed church, ‘thought, in his own “heart,
thatan hour of daily aver would bring
consolation to afiticted

business

proceeded, in his small way,

thought
a fact.

men.

He

to make

his

He invited a few to meet

in'the consistory of the church in William
Street; three persons came, and they prayed. The next meeting was of six,
the next
of twenty. But a few weeks saw a crowd
of anxious and earnestmen, assembled -on

every Wednesday at the hour of noon,
the upper room of this old church.

in

Bear it

in mind that these were men, hard business

, men, net seatimentalists, or women of leisure looking for excitement;

men

who

all

their lives had been dealing with cotton

- and molasses and iron and stocks; men
who had believed in the gospel of gold.—
~ Yet here they were on their knees, and
among them were those whose lips were
ed, out of whose mouths came
strange, unaccustomed words of longing
and prayer.
This influence spread, and in a few days
the passages
Wyre crowded, so that they
could not get in. Then the Methodist
church
in John Street,

and

the

Reformed

Datch church in Fulton Stréet were opeged
daily. The
hour of noon struck, and
crowds were seen thronging the lately neg-

lected

aisles:

crowds

marked

Not those who came to see a
to hear entrancing music, to
quent sermons: not at all;
hear some earnest soul pour
ing longings of his heart;
communion,

ness,

*

for

acceptance,

for salvation.

formal, cantin

nothing

Too

by

what?

fine spectacle,
listen to- elobut simply to
forth the burnlongings for
for

blessed-:

often these

are

words, which mean almost

; and

they fall upon stony

ground,

-ears filled with other sounds.
Now it ws
‘not 80; a strange influgnee went forth with

~ them ; men heard, they heeded; poor as
the words too often were, they scemed radiant with a kind of holy life” which made
them to glow and burn and warm; so that
men heard them, and pondered them, and,
indeed; made them tapers to light up within their own souls the fires which had so
long lain dark and smoldering.
e fires spread, and, indeed,

started
up

spontaneously.
?
ist
The merchants of Chambers Street went
to Mr. Burton (March, 1858), and proposed

to hire his theater.
ve pha for?”
“For a

or

prayer meeting.”,

A wheat
=
‘For a prayer meeting.”
Burton'was a rough man, not used to the
praying mood; but he not only leased
thetn his theater, he asked them to pray for
m.
:
For an hour before noon the crowd began to assemble, so that by twelve o'clock
the house was packed from pit to gallery,
with such
a crowd as never was seen in

that theater

before;

carriages

lined the

rei

v

his bar-room intoa place 8f prayer.”
Now this went all over the. land,and

sands,

perhaps hundreds

were converted to what

thou-

“of thousands,

is termed a relig-

. |-

ind,

said:
“Well,

:
maybe

I had,

The

peculiarity of this ¢* Revival”—and it

is a striking one—1is that it was a sponta~

toil,
thank

culiar influx ot divine spirit, and that the

‘as Virginia and even beyond;
Buffalo,

Cincinnati,

westward to

Chicago, St.

Louis;

and in every great town and small town the
thing went on, in open day

and now at

va-

rious hours of the dir. Those who could
not come at-noon came in the morning, and
they who could not come at morning came
at Preniog A
%
/
In Philadelphia, over three thousand met

dally in Jayne's Hall, at the hour of noon.

n Cleveland, two thousand met daily, in
the mornings, on the way to their business.
In Chicage, assemblages of more than two
thousand met daily at mid-day; and so it
“went on, until it became literally true that

there wis a line of prayer meetings all the
way from

Omaha to Washington

City.—

Machine
AMOS

Ee

nd

Rey. Mr. Dana has an excellent article on
this subject in an exchange, in which he
says: ‘There isa ‘prevailing impression
Along ministers that the more cultured and
critical among their Leavers dislike extem-

Jore discourses, because they ave inferior in

of that

kind

!

by Smith

and

EDITION,

four

illus-

> 12mo,, cloth, $1.

EDITION,

.

12mo., paper, 50 cts.

wis

(Ranh

Ke Deserves the largest possible eireulation.”—Boston Transcript.
,
:
:
** Of the many lives of Gen. Grant, the best adapted for popular use.”—[ Watchman and Reflector.
++ Sets forth the facts in an attractive way, and canBot fall to exert a poweryul influence.””—[Hon, Chas.
umner.
:
‘ Written with interest and care, and very justly
entitled the ‘ People’s Edition.’ It is destined to be-

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass-and Iron Valves;
Stearn Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
a
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

Pprtable

weary with its

Steam
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often suggested

by

unskiliful friends ! All

utterly fail till the mourner cansay from
the heart. “Thy will be done.” Then they
are not needed.
i

in his book, that,

when Christ allied his Divinity to it, when

after preaching

fourteen

years from manuscript, he adopted the other method, and persisted in it for ten years,
when he considers he attained as much facility and greater power. We are persuaded that to the larger portion of every con.gregation, the minister will be more accept-

ableand profitable if preaching without notes.
will be more carefully followed by those who
are unable or disinelined to listen to the less
of a written discourse.—

The hearer and speaker will he brought into closer sympathy, if no manuscript divides
the interest of hoth,”

:

Hugh

was

never

the. Divine ** Word became Regnd

among us.”

dwelt

Think of a huma#fbrm on the

earth, filled with all the splendor of the
Shekinah;
a tabernacle of clay, with all

:

Miller:

————

PS

with faint but chaste and beautiful hues.
He
was Burns, without his faults and without

his fire. His style, which has been often and
justly praised, Was the resultof painstaking,
persevering, and certainly most praiseworthy labor.
He used words as he had in his

early days used stones, with & careful selec:
tion, and with a severe artistic architectural

purpose,

lle was

strong

by nature,

strong

writing to him

aimed

besides at: simplicity,

grace, and

with very

was

easy;

and

and

but

he

even at

considerable success.

To an ease like Addison's, or a rity like
Goldsmith's, he never attained ; the effort to

found at Woodman

and

8t., Boston, Mass,

They furnish our books to all par-

ties desiring them,

at our published

rates.

reliable, and richly perfumed

HOW TO SAVE MONEY.

|.

Prose

)

purchasing

the

Metropolitan

Organ,

any Organ, Melodeon or Piano, you

how to save money

preserve

your

in

purchasing and

instrument

and

good tune, by addressing
3mortf]

tains no Sugar of Lead
or oils.

may learn

2lso

how

always keep

ty,

every

motion

every

those

L. L. HARMON,
Portsmouth, *N. II.

will culminate
glory?
PREFERENCE

in
.

the flower of
Eva

1s due from ministers

greatest need, not to the
tion—Jesus

heaven's
:

straightway

greatest

entered

the

syna-

gogue and taught: —A
minister should always hegin by instructing, in imitation of
God who leads men, not hy a blind instinet, but by

instruction and knowledge as

The word of Jesus
easy was too obvious to permit of this ; one that had authority.
but few modern writers, particularly consid- Christ is full of a holy freedom, energy and
ering his early disadvantages, write such a wisdom, and very remote from the flattery
be

of the world,

The freedom and sincerity of

It

!

i

ps

Druggist.)

*
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7i4 Broadway, New York,

Jay, Me.
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Their
rivaled
tracting

Flavors

i

THE CHOICEST FRUITS AND SPICES.
Strict Purity, Delicious Flavors, UnStren,
and Great Economy
are ada trade
from Lovers of Choice
Flavors

which is without a

el.

:

The great secret of their success is they are the ri.
rich flavors of the fruits of GREAT STRENGTH.

Ex=Gov,

says:

James ¥.

“ ny wife

Smith of Providence, R.

pronounces

them

swperior

Flavoring Extracts she has ever used.”
Ex- Gov, Wm. A. Buckingham

to

1.

ai

of Gonnecti-

cut says: ‘“ For a long‘time we have used them, an
find them very
fine.”
Dr. J. G.
Holland ( Timothy Titcomb), author ot
Kathrina, &e., of Springfield,
Mass., says: “They

are the Standard in
Dealers

al this vicinity.”

treble their sales with

;

them.

+At wholesale by Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., and M.S.
Burr & Co., Boston; W. H, Schieffelin & Co., New
York
[ eowly.

re-

$5, or sent

CEO.H.HDOD
. ACT. ~
,
ST. BOSTON.

to

‘Ay R.CHRISTY & CO.,

175 West Fifth St., Cincinnati,

Ohio.

WASHER

Mrs, Winslow's Soothing Syrup,
‘For Children Teething.

out the LEAST INJURY.

This valuable
ration has been used with
‘NEVER
F.
G SUCCESS IN THOUSANDS OF CASES.
3
It not only relieves the child from pain, but
in’

the

stomach

and

bowels,

VERSAL

=[No Labor.

¢’

correcta

dirt, grease

plication

It will also instantly relieve

put

Qriping in the Bowels and Wind Collo.
. ‘We believe it the BEST .and SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases of DYBENTERY and DIARRH(EA IN CHILDREN,
bottle.

directions for using will accompany each
J

All

others

RANDALL ORGAN,

Ihave been personally acquainted with the ORGANS
of Messrs.
Baker -and
Randall,
Manufacturers at
Providence, R. I., for several years past, and do not
hesitate to set down their Instruments as equal in
mechanical execHence, in actiowy’.in purity and rie

Teachers is solicited.

WOODMAN
wl

and

Mass,

to be

clean

and
"Can

wonderbe seen

between

the
=

Machine

8.J.GORDON,
Their Attorney

Co,

in Fact.

1861.

TEA

COMPANY

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,
\
CAT CARGO
PRICES.

Club Orders Promptly

June 26, 1867.

Di J, Demeritt ear Sir :—This isto certify that I haye
"heen aflicted with that loathsome disease, Catarrh, fn its
worst-forms for nine years. I used.many: kinds of vem.
edies, but Ald not receive any lasting benefit until I tried
our North American Catarrh Remedy,
I ean truly. say
hat I received more relief by one application than all
others that I have ever used, less than one package: has
entirely cured me, I heartily recommend it to
1 who

:

GREAT AMERICAN

Mass,

|

.

:

I

Ul

Supplied.

TEAS.

O00LONG BI ICR L ST volt $1 per 1b.

L

A

Gea, AEHIOKY,
T5A, OOUANY,

aa Tinos, L.8vrra, Agent for Dover. %

20

7

Post Ofoe Box OAS,

clothing

every.

year,

besides

These machines,

with the latest improvements,

are

just now ready to issue in the market, samples of
which took ¢* FIRST PREMIUM” at nearly every STATE
and INSTITUTE ‘FAIR last autumn.
So great were
these improvements considered over all other kinds,
that they were deemed

worthy of the award of both a

Gold and Silver Medal,
Offered as prgmiums for subscribers, and recommended as relghie articles and the best in the merLet, after careful examination, by the
American Agriculturist, N. E. Farmer.
Massachusetts Plowman, Wa tchman & Reflector,
and many other of the.religions. and agricultural
papers.
ain
y
il
end the retail price, Washer, $11, extra Wringer,
$9, and we will forward either or both machines, fee
of freight, to

sure are we

places where no

one

is selling, and

so

that they will be liked, that we agree to

refund the money if any one wishes to return the machine, free of freight, after a month’s trial according
to directions.
Large discountto canvassers and the trade every:
where.
Send for a circular.

GEO. H. HOOD,
97

Water

General Agent.

Street,

B.S, Wringers
13teowt

Boston.

of all kinds
.

Repaired

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.

Subserib-

THE

Boston,

and

Public.

KSTABLISEFED

Oatarrh Remedy,

CAMBRIDGEPORT,

as

—

By

DEMERITT’S

d

requiring

made

& DUNCKLEE’S,

the.

jm)

, A SURE CURE FOR
CATARRHME.
, North ‘American

and

The Florence Sewing

HAMMETT,

& 30, Brattle Street,

water

have been adjusted, and Agents and customers of that
Company need fear no interference with or claim upon then by us.
?
al
y
WHEELER & WILSON
MFG. CO.
GROVER & BAKER
8. M. CO,,
THE SINGER MFG.
COMPANY,

.

&

ap-

87 & 89 Blackstone Street, Boston,

ers and

pub-

The patronage of Dealers, School Officers

a rinse

FYE E matters in controversy

lished in Boston, New York, or Philadelphia,
together with any article needed in the School Room,
including Globes,
Maps, Charts,
Pointers, Blackboards, Ink Wells, &e,, &e¢. Also a full assortment
of Blank Books and Stationery, at the lowest prices
and with liberal discounts,
*

Av

fo the wash-board ; only

through

"No

(VOODMAN AND HAMMETT
Books

without

most simple Shuttle Machine before the public.
Unequaled in range of work, ficiseless in operStraight Sely Setting Needles, no Springs, ev, ation.
ery motion positive,
N.8,>WETT, Gen’l Agent, 3'3
Washington St., Boston.
®
By AGENTS wanted in every town in New England, to whom-liberal inducements will be offered.
Send for eircular and terms,
.
4123

those made at any. other cetablfstiinent in the country.
GEORGE T, DAY,
Dover, N. H. Jan. 27, 1808,
¢

any School

up

T

ness of toue, in durability, and in. the combination
numerous valuable appliaticesi
andy good qualities, to

to furnish

suds

| Finkle & Lyon Sewing Machines.

are base
6mls

RE prepared

hot

impurity from the fabric

4123

|
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THE BAKER AND

No Tear.

forcing

We are prepared to furnish this new
ful apparatus at wholesale and retail.

“MRS, WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP,*"
Having the fac-simile of CURTIS & PERKINS,”
wrapper.

or

in operation at POND

Be sure™and call for

on the outside
imitations.

of steamy

WRINGER are a real success,

in

mg.

white as newly bleached eloth. The, attachment can
bo pus into any boiler at a cost of $4to $7.
:
Territory for sale in New England, or patent cards,
not less than twenty-five in number, giving dealers
the right to manufacture,

whether arising from teething or any other cause.

g

!

and all articles from the
DELICATE texture, with-

No Wear.

A new application

CLOTHES

and save their cost

through a tube, and driving it throu#h the fabric at
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YW E WARRANT OUR BONE TO ANALYZE PURE,
Packed in bbls, of 250 lbs. cach. For Winter grain,
Double refined Poudrette and, Fine Bone, mixed in
equal proportions, and drilled in with the seed, have
produced most remarkable effects. Sold.as low as
any article of same purity dnd fineness in the markot,

NITRO-PHOSPHATEOF LIME.
We offer this Phosphate confidently as being as
good if not superior, to any ever made or sold in this
market, containing a jarger amonnt of soluble Phos-

hate and Ammonia than usual

"or PEMRANENT,
effect upon land,

fn’ Superphosphatcs.

as woll as for immediate powerful

IT HAS

NO

in New York,

EQUAL.

"Sn For Price Liets, Fy

$58,00

f

per Ten of 2,000

4 ay apply to

J. F.SHORES, JR. PORTSMOUTH,N.

H.

"OR LODI MANUFACTURING CO.
00 Conant
Bra RACTURING
0 York,
New
P. 0. Box,

8189.
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Even fashionable ]Newwort has not’ got low
and conscienceless endugh to pet the rebel-

a staple

topic

without which he henceforth he should lead the life of a Chriswill fail to bring the sinner intelligibly face tian man. It was reported that Shanghai
Kit Burns had
to face with his God. Apollos was com- Hadden, Sojer Brown-and.

knowledge of theology,

of conversation.

“The evil demands a remedy.

‘What shall

ciples, has become the: rule of practice not va.
only among the Methodists, but among

:

most Protestant churches, and this belief
of course, the Abandonment of the whole ‘mended as an ‘*eloquent man,” not OR ac- offered the use of their TOOMS for prayer- has become so “prevalent that the” leading .
Protestant denominations utterly disregard
system and:
fy
at,
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER. 16, 1868. | 4 defeated traitor who has not gained the | ever useful it may once have been, it has, in. because he was ‘mighty iin the Scriptures” Burns's dog pit would fndsed be vomarki their creeds to practice free communion
lis
:
| gece to effect a manly repentance.
consequence. of changing crcumptuacessf ‘which is equivalent to saying, he was a ble.” The religions ‘fire lighted in John Al- with unbaptized (not sprinkled) persons.
The religious life of Newport is more or proved:a failure. If our Methodist and faithful student of the Bible; and therefore | len’s Water-st. dance-house bids fair to he- Abundant proof is at hand to” sustain these ;
«. Editor.
GEORGE T. DAY,
.
less affected by its relations as a wafering Advent friends are hot prepared to take ‘He mightily conv inced—or utterly confut- | come a roaring flame, and spread over the | assertions, but Space wil not allow us to The coming Winter will evidently be | enlarge.
{
§. WM. BREWSTER.
. . . . Junior Editor.
place. The tendency to conservatisn€
and | this position, they owe.it to themselves and cd—the Tows, antl: that publicly, showing and.
a season of intense religious excitement.”
"Our third distinctive princi fo belioyors
2
belie
:
»
timidity became alhiost chronic when sla- the cause of God t3 vestoro the #Heamp-miect- by the Scriptures that Jesus was Christ.”
T[ DApEism by immersion in water, fortunately
very patronized the city, and it has not yet | ing”
i
a IL do_not_know- —how-any-oue—ean—be- HWe-hope-that-it my so prove.
Eph commEniontions designed for publication Shona | ‘ceased to operate. And a nervous struggle |
The Protestant | for the argument, is opposed to the creeds
OriNtoxs.
; mighty wn the Ser iplures so as to utterly | Taper
i
~ we addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business, for spoils during § part of every year does
confute his enemies and the enemies of | Churchman says that there are three opin- of all the denominations to whom ‘allusion remittances of money, &e., should be adiiressod to not tend to jnduce a liking for a steady ininvestigation— | jons prevailing in the Episcopal church re- | has been made, If this fact did not exist
missaries of Satan are surc to assemble, let Christ without _ thorough
the ageat.
dustry
that
brings
slow
gains,
nor
give
a
without
the
most
faithful,
protracted
criti- | specting its relations with ministers of oththe Argument would . fail, for, instead of °
them
seek
some
remote
and
secluded
spot
Si
rd
{ Christian delicacy to the sense of honor, nor whera none Hut the well-disposed will be in- cal study.
*
| er evangelical churches, ** The firstis that | Proving the advanco of our sentiments
develop the highest forin of what the author
1f you have the truth and present it in its | of those who deny the validity of the orders among the people, it would only. prove that
A Wat ing ple nd its Life. of Ecce Homa, calls the ‘¢ Enthusiasm of clined to congregate. Instead of croquet, | owh appropriate dress, you will have in ad- | o¢ non-cpiscopatiministers and will not ad- | of the other denominations ; ‘butif the facts
hase-ball and other sports being the promTE
Ns
Humanity.’
:
inent features of attraction, let preaching, dition What the secular orator has not, the | mit therefore that they are in any true 2 sense | Prove that those held in common, and also
NEW PORT, Fg ), 1868.
But Newport has its brighter side and its prayer and praise be restored to their orig- accompanying
influences ot the. Spifit; ministers at all j—then there is thatof those, the one distinctixe. tenet of the Freewill
“This famods resort of fashion has been better phases. "Among the Im may be fitting- inal place ;; and instead of making the en- | whick will often render eloquent the sim- | who acknowledge the validity of such or- | Baptists, not’ held in common by others,
thronged during’ the present season. Ho- ly. mentioned the liberal position maintained joyment of the passing hour the chict ‘object plest statements of evangelical “truth, and | ders, ut do not approve of any, practic] have advanced,~nay more, if this distinct
tels have been crowded, Loarding-houses by the Second Baptist churth, and its pastor, of solicitude, let it be to save souls.
If it | make even an ordinary sermon efficient in | recognition of it ; and finally that of those ive sentiment has advanced in spite of the
have not lacked patronage, private families Rev. C. H, Maleom. Mrz, M. and his. peo- seem impracticable for them to adopt &i- | the conversion of souls. Eloguence, to be | who not only believe these ministers to be opposition ‘of these denominations, . and
lion which she

fought with

her wealth

it be ? - The most direet and radical one is,

and

e

the

ple stand calmly but firmly on both .convie-

-coftages and more pretentious dwellinghouses rented by the owners at extravagant
prices have been readily taken and often
+ eagerly, struggled for. . Among a gay
thropg of pledsure seekers, whose life is
equally superficial and intense, there are
some who really come for rest and wisely.
seek’ recreation and vigor. The crowd is
now daily lessening; but the streets and
avenues and drives ave still alive with the
bright colors and animated chat and eplendid equipages that ave supplied by the tem-

tion and precedent.
They do not aspire to
notoriety nor feel sindiffercnt to s¢hism;
they only a5k for the ‘tolerant charity which

have

a

welcomed

hosts of friends,

and

they offer in return, and insist

to retreat a single

position’ _on the

their

chosen

question.

now, eager to see

and get gain.

Life is fall of intensity dur-

and hear

ing the brief season, preparatory

trations drawn

from

the

to an ex-

habits

of certain

* animals. . It is hardly using a metaphor or
framing an accusation to-say that Newport
is an enormous bear, cramming down summer luxuries during dog days and then
Dice into winter quarters to suck its
paws until the July sun shall coax it out
into activity again; or that it is a huge boaconstrictor, gorging itself through two
months of voracity and then stretching it-

. . self out through ten months of torpor and
dew digestion.
It is not easy to
whether this sort of life is worse for
tims or for itself. It is surely bad
for both.
;
But there is no room for a sovond’

decide
ite vieenough

been privileged to listento stirring ser-

opinion

mons,

respecting the natural attractions of this noted watering-place. Bating its sea-fogs,—
which are sometimes so dense and protract-,
©d as to provoke an indignant and waggish
visitor into saying that, for a whole week, he
_had been able to drive a nail into the fog
and hang up his hat securely on the nail,— |
hating these dense and drizzling fogs,

powerful exhortations, fervent pray-

ers and inspiriting songs, but they have
also been permitted to take pleasant vacation’ trips, exchange greetings with old
friends and enjoy a pleasant pastime. The
public generally too has not been without
interest in these meetings. The crowded
train has failed to arrive at some junction
|ov station at the appointed time, and the

there §is hardly to be found'on the continent | train

with

which

the

intersection

should

another spot where nature and art have | have been made, has goue on half an hour
combined to produce
gather” about
fsland.
The

gather

such

attractions as | before; the mails are late, and perhaps

is gloriously

beautiful | by right.

Butin spite of these and

when the blue waves cone up in a sportive | disadvantages, it does

gentleness to dally with the smooth, hard,
shining stretch of sand; and when the
storm sends in its couriers from the. southeast in the mighty swells that heave in
blackness and then Hreak with hurried suc-

of Christ.

afford

the

other

lover

of

| excitement, weary of the prevailing 'dull| ness of the times, to take up the morning
| papers and read a glowing if nob exaggerated account, therein contained, “of one of
| these meetings, closing with the statement

the Young Men's Christian
Association, ' forOF | cause
:
e

managers,

aided

by a large

the purposeof canvassing the place.

imation and taste, pride and ambition, are | meetings we readily concede,
the man-

originated them were

Those who

pions men,

and

the

sions snd grounds attractive
along the miles | great majority of those who still sustain
of the famous avenue that stretches fromTand attend them belong tothe same class,

the heart of the town to the shore of the | and are promptedin their course by worthy
ocean. And now, at an enormous expense, { motives. Hundreds
and perhaps
thouthat Street has been carried around Bateman’s | sands have been converted at these meetPoint, windidg in and out among the crag-|ings. Others have been encouraged and

gy Thights, following in some theasure the | strengthened.
irregular line formed by tlie hays and headlaeds thatindent
and push but the shore,—
here disclosing a shalow inlet, thére giving
to the view just a narrow stip of the sea,
and yonder opening out till the wide waste
of waters carries the vision on and on till
sky and ocean meet and mingle in the distance, and leave imagination to picture the

worids that lie beyond and above the point | lar.
heav en

touch

cach other.

The good,

however,

Wine miles of this ever-yarying panorama | not unmixed.
-maroll before
this

newly

the

eyes

completed

of those
drive,

who

and

when

take | same amount
its

effort would

in these meetifigs

Tt is a question whether
of
not

service put
be

more

end has been reached, he who is not stirred | ducing the desiréd results.

must coufess to a stupid soul or a crude|it operates

the

forth in home

effective

most. powerfully

is

in

pro-’

The Holy Spir-

=

!

«And

there are

other

attractions.

.
.

|
8

those

who

were

;

4

Note.

:

Mr. Editor: The following brief para| graph,’sent to the Christian Freeman for
|

with what society. they attended.

feel compelled, in honor and fustice to oth-

| ers, to offer a copy of it to the Star for in-

according to the Seripturatmode.

To. we ‘admit Cohgrogationalists and Methodists
to our

pulpits or even

to our

prayer

meet-

ings and4 nofto our churches.A It is one

enominational ‘preferences, if they had thingto sit down in cordial Christian felany."
3.3. To learn those who habitually ne- lowshipuswith a diciple
ii
:
at the Supper;
it is:
+
blic
glected
public
worshipi P:and had nc denom: oe quite another Cireie
thing to ask
his:
assent
inational preferences. ; The names of the
persons belongingto these several classes
were taken, and those of the first

and

and aid fir building
Churéh.Z

up

a

Free

Baptist

sec-

ond classes were given to the society to
which they respectively belonged or for
which they expressed a preference, while
the third class was considered common missionary ground. This arrangement enabled

by reference to the letter from Rev. Mr.

each society to know

lo the General Conferene ®

more. definitely re-

rected.

GENERAL CONFERENCE.

rangement has been made for : reduced fare

The plan sas found to operate fa-

ed, in a general work of grace.
As we listened to the remarks of Mr. Safford on this subject, the plan seemed to us
worthy of special consideration. By the
adoption of this plan or a similar one, it is
possible for an untold amount of good to be

accomplished during the approaching season of special revival effort.
tian laborers

be

induced

Cannot Christo: try it?

‘He

that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing precious seed, shall doubtless come again with
Jjoicing, bringing his sheaves with him."

Ministers” Habits of” Study.
id

rl

—— Sa

y

——WHO

15 _I¥N

A
Topics.

As I have written for the Star on

this subject over only one signature, I still

Error?

A

ing

a statement

found

Methodist

in one

of

our

paragraphs, under the head of ‘Religious

Miscellany,” in the issue of Aug. 19th, to
the effect that the Methodists originally
came from the Episcopalians. He says that
the Methodists never came from the Episcopalians and cites the testimony of the late.
Rev. Dr. Bangs, in proof of “his

assértion.

“So far from this,” says Dr. Bangs,
‘‘ the
Methodist Episcopal church was organized |
and their, ministers were conscerated before
the Protestant Episcopal church had an ex- |

It is possible thaf this statement

‘may be true, but how our Methodist

breth-

evan-

ren are able to reconcile it with the plain

gelical character and effectiveness depends
on his habit of study. Men may speak
without study. They may have a fluency
of speech and a pathetic’ tone which will
affect the multitude, but evangelical eloquence is the eloquence of gospel truth,

and obvious facts of history, we do not;un-

The minister's eloquence as to

its

which must take its coloring from the
knowledge of the truth and its influence

at the most ‘upon the orator himself.

“This know ledge
is to be obtained by critical and persevering application to study, implying the hab-

derstand.”

The

Wesleys,

Whitefield and

others of the early Methodist preachers, were

originally Episcopalians, and some of them
maintained at least a nominal connection
with the ‘Churéh of England until death,
The early history of Methodism is replete

with accounts of conflicts between the mother and the daughter.
——AGRICULTURAL Faiks: The scason
for holding Agricultural Fairs, which have

It was by almost incredible effort and | now become so common, is already upon

of oratory. The means which lie employed
are familiar to all. He secluded himself
from society and submitted to a very rigid

exclusively by Metho- | forge oar thunder-bolts is provided for us|

In these: gatherings there are

things

to commend
and
to denounce.
It is cortainly commendable for tho people
of n state, county or town, to meet annual-

banish

horse

racing

entirely

from

the

dists, but now’ they are held in the interest and we are to become. acquainted with its grounds. If the practice cannotbe stopped
of modern. Adventism ‘and materialism, | natute and adaptation by study. We areto | otherwise, we recommend it as
fitting:

Shor Soniye by his old acquainiances, | Formerly they were characterized as sea- | learn to apply its truths to fhe recedsities
_ eourted
by thi ambitious fashionables, nor sons of religious activity and zeal, but now | of man in the most forcible and effective

:

test.

his presgmoe. was seen |

= rather in

Fack this mn gtr shin obliged to use the

aptistry of a neighboring Baptist church

:

; .rches are immersed, instead of sprinkled: “What are these immersed Congregationalists, Presbyterians, and Methodists,

observation bearing upon the point,—such
as thé'i e-baptizing.of laymen, and ministers from other churches both by the Free

and Close Baptists.

I now come to tle more difficult task of
the cause of the smallness of
discovering
our denomination,or, more properly speaking, the reason why so large numbers of
Freewill Baptists’ unite and remain with
other churches, holding contrary doctrines,

Among

the general reasons that may be assigned
is the policy that was adopted by our fath-

ersin planting churches inthe rural districts instead of in villages and cities. But .
venerable

that these

we are to remember

men were not the rich and learned of this
‘‘common

people,”

world, but such ns the

server,” because 1 designed to put the ques-

which is followed by their successors, until,

tion on its own merits, and leave the reader
to judge of those merits. without personal
inflaence or local prejudice. But the addi-

as a whole, we have become

plicable.

tner (and of the Register before merged in

would hear gladly, and while -wé do not
blame them, yét we deprecate the policy
a pastoral people.

es in my copy, but I do care that others,
and especially
the Printing Establishment,
be mot involved in a correspondence in
which they have hitherto chosen to take no
part. My own sense of justice inclines me
to make this simple statement ofTacts : Said
article was prepared without consultation

with, or

suggestion from, either Editor,

Agent or Corporator; and I am sure that
not one of them had any knowledge or intimation ot it till it was ready for publication.

Facts for Freewill

the Ezaminer)

A

pre-eminently

years,

for twenty

4

that

Another reason

may be mentioned, is the uniform sélence,
tion of ‘‘Dover, N. H.,” made to both of my (if the term may be used in the place of igarticles in the Freeman, partially defeats my norance, maintained towards us by the
object, as above stated, and suggests to press of other denominations, particularly
of
some minds that the Morning Star may be the Close Baptist. That this is a part
connected with, if not responsible for, those the polfey of the latter, for prudential reautterances. And the omission of the con- sons there can be. no doubt, but that this
cluding paragraph of the second article policy has. not been made an element of
that appeared over my own name, leaves weakness, instead of strength, is" our own
the reason for the change of signature, fault; as I shall attempt to show. Having
which was therein stated, altogether Jinex- been a constant reader of the N. Y. ExamI aver

+
;
4

that there has not been one intelligent paragraph in that paper, that would, induce a
to suppose that there was such an,
reader
organization as a Freewill Baptist chureh
of any considerable influence in existence:'
A large space is devoted weekly to ‘‘other

liberal extracts

denominations,” and

5.

are

made from their papers, butit is rarely the
Star

or Freeman.

The Independent

occasionally copied some

has

Senominagiona]

-

item.

: are not doing
That we as a denomination
this day and Robert Hall of the past, we
all that we ought to make ourselves known may well ask the reason why our numbers
and to extend our influence, and that we are not tenfold greater,and our power for
have not added to our numbers during the ‘good correspondingly increased.
past quartér of a century in proportion to
I cannot stop to examire and traceout all
the spread of our dooctrines, must be appar- the reasons that might be assigned for our
ent to all* who have given attention to the position in the religions world, but will
subject.
name one that in my opinion lies back of
A few facets that bear upon this subject may all others, and that exercises a controlling
suggest the remedy.
It cannot be denied power to dwarf the denomination and to
by the most prejudiced opponents of the keep it back from the position of influence =
Freewill Baptists that their distinctive prin- that the success of its distinctive doctrines
ciples of belief and practice have been received into the popular mind in a remark-

ble

able

manner during
wm

the

g

‘past twentv-fiv

the ‘past

twenty-five

years, and that to-day they are more generally believed by the people of this’ country than those of any- other denomination.
Let us briefly glance at some of the facts

If the Tndipendent had been located In a

village outside of New

York City,

“Organ” from Utica, a eity of ten thousand

inhabitants to New. York City, and as a
to the additions which have been made to}
us, but the proof may be as conclusive if it
is shown that any other denomination, holding any

onc

or more

of these principles,

has received great actessions, owing to

consequence

their circulation

2

its read-

ers might possibly have numbered ten
thousand, instead of two hundred thousand, .
and no matter what amount of talent was
gecured for its columns, its influence would
that prove this last assertion.
. ‘Our distinctive principles arc freedom of have been_jn the ratio of its ciroulatios.
the will, free communion, and baptism of ‘The Close Baptist denomination found it
believers by immersion in water. Itis not necessary fiftoen years ago to remove their

necessary to prove my proposition to point

0

have achieved.

:
\ -

ms

has trebled

and its influence has correspondingly increased.
Tt is a fact that the denominational news-

paper cannot be published in a village, remoto from the great centers of SoMimree : 4,

their reception by the popular mind.
own
that th
n Tide wel ugwen OWI on Mana 4 and literature, and exercise a-healthy, vig:
accord upon tho doctrine of the, freedom of | 0rous, inspiring influence upon the devon:
the will,

The unparalleled indfease of the

Methodists in this co
Th An ha

1

wy Sountey Js

od

See

ination. It will not do to say *‘ that a relig-,
ious nowspaper isdifferont from other pai.
pers or enterprises.”

The inspiration
of a

subject: for state legislation.
dom of the will, 1 urge the point. from ‘denomination with regard-to.its aggressive. .
S—
WickEDEST MAN.” No ono will | another donsideration, that Calvinismis on power, and the respoct and influence, it

d
]

opaule
BS

{40-aot in harmony with its
tfjunctions. “1¢| 00 of a noon: day prayer meeting in John | in these, churches repudiate the doctrine; mouth-piecé. hundreds ‘of miles from thé
True | Ayam dance house, which he attended, and this feeling of opposition. is so prov- great centers of mind and thought, which

Shalt hinon fanaticism is becoming a thing less known, |

a

a

ily

: while Shusetig impuoptiotios azo.
s ber

"

sacred eloquence moves men, revealing to
them, themselves—their necessities and
their: God-<their danger and their duty.

Here must be brought into play the orator's

The New York Tribune states that Mr. Al-

»
~
-

.

alent among them, that its rejection has
practically ceased to be a_tost of member-

len has been converted, and says that atthe
meeting on.”
of last week; he said ‘ship or of discipline.
that tod had Yolgiven his sins, and that
Free companion, the next of these prin.
-

Ng

argu mimbers ‘national organ, and which the location of its

and | is not simply
to please or to divert.

pd and the number of fights and knookowns more and more. Camp-meeting

’

:

«case that one article is ever copied from the

When we have the influence, in - for “of
free communion, of such. men as Wayland,
Sawtelle, Malcom, among the Close Baptists, and such champions as Spurgeon of

Baptists.

most strongly.

~ Fhe'nu

fur thu 6g bokivud ber of: conversions Is becoming

'r

.

consulted wh the politicians. He came they [are noted as fitting opportunities | manner possible. This
is pulpit eloguence, | ook
th interesting communication of | the decline among the . churchey whoge| generates, will bo moasurod by its donomi-.,
and wen without a'pro-/|
y]
» bathing, ball-playing to preach the gospel
so as to induce men |p. Blake on our flest page, giving an--ao-] creedshold-it

hows
Gl

Ce

x

fant Baptism,” is practiced only to a limit- * »
ed extent in the Congregational, Presby- J
terian
and Methodist
dengminations,
While in these churches the. immersion of :
believersis rapidly taking its “place. The

EXPLANATION.
My first article on ** Denominational Papers” was written over the signature ** Ob-

Personally 1 care little about these I,

brother writes us for the purpose of correct-

istence.”
.

It will be seen

Libby, found in another column, that an ar-

Current

:
:

their own churches, shen my.

| publication, was declined, and the reasons,
| for the declinature not being satisfactory, I in preference to uniting with us.

and
or. | With equal propriety it might be asked why

learn those who were not regular attendants
of public worship,
and what were their
a
1

lassitude both bodily and mental. * This is
not all. Do the servants of the Lord go
out to do battle in his name ; those of Satan

: in mind that he was. “rie

=

Special

of churches, hut

ly and exhibit the fruits of their varied inMonroe,—the Old Stone Mill, whith still
keeps the antiquarigns busy with researches are sure to be on the ground in full force. daily routine of mental and physical disci- dustry, and in this way excite a wholesome
and disputes, —Spouting Rock and Pur ga~ If the bishop, the cldér and the class léader pline. If we were willing to task ourselves rivalry. Then too, if the people must mect,
tory,—Redwood
Library, and Orchestral aré there so also are the, pleasure: seekers, as severely, and to apply ourselves to our it is far preferable that they should meet
Concerts in Touro Park,<-mementocs of thé roughs and’ the rowdics. Are some tasks as faithfully, we might he as success- for this purpose than to witness the revival
Berkley and Hopkins and Channing, who strengthened morally and religiously ; not ful as he was. He determined to correct of the old fashioned muster. It is to be
passed significant poitions of their lives a few are weakened. And. what is to be his faults, and he would not yield his pur- feared, however, that these fairs are degenerating, and that the erucl gnd wicked prachere and feasted their eyes on these "same regretted, though it cannot be avoided, the pose until he had accomplished it.
pleasatit objects,—and the noted and lead “camp-meeting” is held responsible, for a
We have a better cause than Demosthe- tico of horse racing is becoming the leading
ing men of to-day, who may be seen on the large share of the evil which is done.
nes. The motives which should prompt us attraction. By this means worthy objects
pinzzas of the ‘hotels or heard discussing the | This disparaging view of camp-meetings are purer, and the object to be gained is are lost sight of, and the taste of many of
grave questions that agitate cabinets. and derives additional weight from the consid- higher and more enduring: . The truth our youth is vitiated, and their morals are
instgurate revolations. The rebel Gen. J, | eration that they are rapidly assuming a whichwe are to wield is given us by rev- | corrupted. The managers (of fairs would do
B. Magruder, once in cominandof theFort, | new character. Formerly they were mo- clation, | The truth out. of which we are to | well to give
tention to - this subject and

wero

i

|y,,,64

learn
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Bailey's
Quieting Syrup for children Teething,
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bottles only
25 cents, Sold by Druggists.,
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$2 50 per

from the State and Cities of California, amounting to
more
tiga $3,000,000 in golds
«0r an aggregate of Cash Resources for construction

HIGHLY INTERESTING NEWS.

Mrs: C. W, Dutton. & Mrs. H. Flanders, Albany, Vt.,

at

Central Pacific Railroad Company,

'. CANTON MATTINGS of the finest grades, from the
cargo auction sales—for sale at the New Carpet
Warehouse, 47 Washington Street, Boston.

.

which is now fixed

Mother Bailey’s Quieting Syrup:
for chil
dren, which greatly assists the child. through the
months of teething, allays all pain, reduces inflammas
wbion, corrects acidity of the Stomach, and never fails
to regulate the bowels. Sold by all Druggists. [1y28

?

NH. perC.0.L.

of

—OF THE—

FLOOR O11. CLOTHS are made no gpeciali
at the
New Carpet Warehouse, 47 Washington 8t.,
Boston.
Dealers are invited to inspect our stock,
JOHN J. PEASLEY & Co.

'

value

acre. :
’
TIL. A special issue of U. 8. Six percent. Bonds, at
the average rate of $33,000 per mile, delivered as the
werk progresses; "which the Company are allowed to
repay within thirty years, mainly by transportation
services.
alin
;
:
IV. Authority to issue their own First Mortgage
Bondo the same amount, having the preferred lien
superio¥ to that of the Government. :

' Moth Patches, Freckles and Tan.

RS

J.D. Weld, Providence, R. L., per L.}

:

cw

as the interests of that Institution were well | our record in the past.

11. Afi absolute grant of twenty sections per mile
(12,800 acres) of the PUBLIC LANDS on the line, the

ONLY 25 CENTS for LARGE BOTTLES!

o
"

for all kinds of° Humors,—Scrofula,

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS CARPETS.
—An invoice

EXPRESS.

Me,

*

of new patterns just received—for sale at less

John Bishop, Montrose, Susqua. Co., Pa. |
Rev. W, F. Katon, Portland, Mc,
i

now nearly fifteen years, giving sufliciedt proof of du-

p

W.

BY
MAIL,
Oliver Hinkley, Monmouth, Me,
:
Otls G, Hatch, Tamworth Iron Works, N. H.
Rev. G. Plummer. Lisbon Falls, Me,
N. Davies, 8. Durham, Me,
¥
Rev.8. D. Bates, Marion, Marion Co., O.
M ry Mowry, Greenville, R. 1.
KE. KE, Collison, Lafayette, Chris. Co. Ky,
©. M.!Cope , Oakileld,
Genesee Co. N. +X.
Rev. P. W., Perry, Pleasant Plain, Warren Co,, O,
.BY

of the Biloed,

skin,

;

of the two Y. Ms between which it is situ- | faith and hope are unfailing that solid and per. | vertisoment of the AMERICAN WATOH Co., in anoth- | M. Dileno,
Wh
. as
1
:
o. | manent peace are to be our future inheritance if | er column. These watches have been in the market T. D. Clement.

Th d.
ated,

to whom belongs the Western and Principal Portion’
of the Main-Stem Line, receive from the United Btates
Government,
Ta
3
J
I. The right of way through the Territories, with

alt doubt.

i)

Price 50 cents ; by mail 60 cents.

8. Nichols, 6,00: EH. Hart, 1,00; W. Peck, 1,10.
Books Forwarded.

must not now be a
STATE OF THE COUNTRY
We Sr lirely vut of both af these works.
B: Or irrench
failure.
To prevent this,
it must have the
=
rnd en
Oharles
Blsbe,
.
:
h
Notwithstanding the
and corruption of
!
“oi
W. Dore,
fostering cave, sympathy, and material aid | the nation in these yearstrouble
that try men’s souls,our | Tho attention ofour readers is directed to the ad- | F.A. Tuttle,
.

¥

WHEATON’S OINTMENT cures all Diseases of the

Received.

Q. | Our friends will please sond for no moro Suered rosa ves Washington St. she Hover,

M. aQ. M. 8. 8. Associgtion,and that such Assocl- | Melodies and no more Dialogues
ations should organize a Y. M. 8. 8. Association.

DROPS”

A CARPETS AT LOW PRICES. —An invoice of

M., and may not the eftrol of brethren in the Y, M,,to take a penny col | We have a few copies of this work in Kmbossed | Mrs, I, Webarergitumnoy, NH.
fort be continued and completed, unless | lection for missions,at
least once a month.
morocco with gilt edges; price # 1.60.
Mis, iC Stratton Sracabushy Posi 5
some better plan can be suggested y- The a . That we Sngorse the State 8. 5 Union and | Alsoa fewin Turkey moroeco
full gilt for the pul- | 8, 8.
a
i. i o it y
:
Cleveland church is planted. It is provided ince of the pos Sortie © With the: aux
pit; price $2.00.
Watorvitta Q. M., Me., por D.J, Haynes,

good
S

COUGH

Great New England Remedy.

1y28]

Ubie Northern Y,

with a * resting-place” that will answer a |

2

6

Fold by all Druggists.

WHEATON 8.9
WHEATON’S OINTMENT

Addresses.

Ji Baker—F. Bach-—-M. Bartlett—T. P. Barber—H. 8,
Ball—J. L. Cilley—J.B. Clough—W. C.Clark—A., Eldred

7)

WORSHIP.

Company,

the most productive and valuable railroad lines in the
| world—a line which will be finished within twelve
Regenerator.
:
1s the wouder
of the dayl It soils nothing, restores months, and which is already earning, after paying operating expenses,more than twice the annual charge ;
white and ‘gray haif ‘perfectly,
prevents its fi
off, is a luxuriant dressing
and
a toiletidol. Evof its Bonded debt, They are already widely known :
ery
bottle is warranted.
Sold everywhere. TEB: i
and esteemed in this country and Europe, and it is beBETTS BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
lieved the remainder of the Loan will speedily-be tak- Et
6m12
Ck
LA
A limited amount will de disposed of at
is
<e ane
en.

Rev.M. W. Burlingame, Cornish Me.

fu-

THE

|

Tebbett’s

Notice.

Mek IL & periats Aogo

under the con-

& CO., Wholesale Druggists, 278 GreenWarren Streets, New York, Sole Lro-

A Positive Remedy

Money is wanted to pay expenses of delegation to
General Conference, &c., from the Maine Central
Yearly Meeting.
‘
.
Will the several Treasurers of the Q. M’8."immediately set about the work of collecting
the dues assessed by the Y.M,at its last session.
Three cents per
member, taking the Register for 1868 for statistics.—
This is what is wanting to save the trouble and exRenee of hiring
money. The right way is for the
clegates to receive the money from me.
A. H. MORRELL, Y. M, Treasurer.
West Farmingdale, Sept. 1, 1868,

The first day of Octoberis the time fixed

mittee.

it as a

Scurvy, Salt Rhenm, Erysipelas, Nettle Rash, Boils, Ch

Mission Society.

| \

upon for submitting the manuseript'to the Com- |

of

accomplished

ud the prospect of greater usefulness

.

Giver

:
APERIENT

buncles, Ulcers, all Obstinate Affections of the Skin; Mercurial Diseases, and every
‘Taint of the System; Dyspepsia, and those
asts 0
ating In the Derangement or
the Digestive Organs, viz.—Bilious Complaints, Neuralgia, Nervous Affections, Headache, Languor, Loss of Appetite, Depression of Spirits, and Costiveness,
yl

LST 2S

Executive

Dover, Sept. 11, 1868,

for the best manuscript, as describ-

write well; and the firm with its ample means
and.liberal policy, is likely to produce a Sunday

to

order of the

Pacif ¢ Railroad

Central

minimum

FH

\

aa

vy

TARRANT’S
EFFERVESCENT
SELTZER

DR. J. W. POLAND'S
HUMOR DOCTOR,

meeting of the Home Mission Society will be held at
Buffalo, N, Y., Oct. 9, at 7 o’clock P. M.,in the Freewill
Baptist meeting house.

and

M's are hereby authorized

praise

Home
By

Many of our best authors are probbly writing

to appoint efficient

CON-

An Invaluable Medicine for the Purifying

Wood—IL. D. Welch—J. D. Waldron—W. Wickinson.

laymen to exhort and hold meetings in destitute

devout thanksgiving and

v

y

men in Baltimore ; in their schools and churches

N. P. Kemp

that

Spitting of Blood, and
onary Affections generally.
I is a remarkable remedy for Kidney Complaints.
This medicine is free from anything
deleterious, pleasant
to the taste, safe, yet sure and eflective in its action, 1yll

- N.. BROOKS,
Jormer Treas, of Quinby Testimonial,

the freed-

for the prize of $500, offered by D. Lothrop

0.

3

WHITE PINE COMPOUND

«H.

white and black sit together; the priests openly
declare the doctrine that *“ God makes no distinction, and the ehurch cannot.”
The United Sabbath School Teacher's State
Conyention connected with the Evangelical
churches of Massachusettes will be held at Woburn, on Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 29 and
30. Gratuitous entertainment will be provided
for delegates and pastors who may attend.

Resolved, 1. That the increased interest taken
in Sabbath schools throughout our state ‘calls for

shares were taken during the session of the

among

>

Cures Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diptheria, Bronchitis,

church,

ed by their advertisement.
The offer of
so
large a prize, and besides to purchase at a liberal rate, any manuscript of sufficient value “for
publication, is an inducement for all who dan

and

dreaded burdens, in the form of debts, and
also enable the church to appropriate
its
funds towards sustaining a minister and
defeaying incidental expenses.
Severs

laboring

discover

DR. J. 'W. POL

H. Quin.

will Teceive the
|
Express the week of Conforeuse,

in

* That we belleve it to be the duty of our minis-

leaving the way open for members to places.

he

all,

falling

ters to bestow all possible Iwbor upon feeble
churches, and that it is the duty of Licentiates
and prominent laymen to labor with such churches. in theabsence of the minister.
That the Q.

churches and fields of labor, and speedily

raise this sum of money?

of

are

oF
ore
Resolved, ‘That we have mo reason for discouragement, but much to hope for, under God,
if we are true to our opportunities.
That we deem it the duty of all our ministers
jo Jeeiich the Gospel as they have opportunity,
ind
we urge that each minister hold, with some
of our churches aside from their respective permanent fields of labor, a protracted meeting the
coming winter, moreover that every minister
submit awritten report,to the next Y. M., of his
labors and their results.
gespective churches to secure
That we urge the
by a ‘more liberal
at least monthly wFeaching
future tiyn in the
support of the ministry in the
past,
|

Sl

might visit the churches

as a Y.M,

The Catholics are

short of our
duty in the support of the churches
aud in efforts to widen our boundaries, there-

ments, on Dec. 1st, of each year, commenc-

ing Dec. 1st, 1868.

as the most correct

that we

of

will

MILLIONS,

the use of timber and materials along the route.

The

i
Notice.
The Buffalo Express will publish a daily account of
the proceedings, discussions, &c., of General Confer.
ence, and will mail copies to any address, and pay
postage, 35cts per week. Any person sending ord

creased by various parties to $100,000.

MEETING,

firmly in the doctrines and policy

our denomination

annual instal

shares to be paid in five

YEARLY

will

x

D.,

Mn fier

member to defray their expenses.
next ses- daughter of ex-Gov. Colby—made a donation of
shares of sion will be held in the bounds of theTheAthens
towards the erection of a new academy
twenty-five dollars cach, and that brethren M. The following resolutions were passed : Q $25,000
building at New London,N. H., which was inand sisters and friends in the-Ohio Northern
STATE OF THE

D.

:

been so largely attended that it has been found]

dred dollars into one hundred

Notice. ~

Manchester, Sept. 7, 1868, .

corner of Fulton and Williams street, has of late

H, J,
to re-

Meeting

that

necessary to hold the meeting in the church itself.
»
| Two years ago, Mrs. Colgate, of New York—a.

adjoining

September,

*

HUNDRED

And th remainder is being pushed forward with unI
vigor. The
;
if

vent Consumption.
It has in many cases cured the
patient when given up by the pliysician, and is especially recommended to these who are troubled with night,
coughs, as it insures a sweet and refreshing sleep.
NASON, SYMONDS & Co., Kennebunk, Me., Proprietors; GEO. C. GOODWIN & Co., Boston, General
Agents, ' Sold all by Druggists.
{6m28

who i8 the authorized agent and treasurer.

for

delegates to General Conference, and Rev.
Carr and
substitutes.
Voted

the room

Quarterly.

;

STIPATION,
the Pesulf of a disordered stomach and a
torpid liver, is atthe bottom of the mischief. ‘That's
what's the matter.” Whoever has experienced the
efforts bff
;

39151

from many of you as yet has been received, and from
others who have promised toaid in the enterprise.
Please send to Rev. A.D. Smith, ofLi
a, N, H,,

The Fulton street noon prayer meeting, which
since

ONE

By mail 35 cents a box.

prietors.

{fhe two years since circulars were sent to you
80 far as your residences were known,and no response

Asso-

this will be one of the largest and most interesting conventions of Christian men ever held in
that State.
.
held -daily

Stemben

:

to be
of this
associ13,000.

received into the Y. M. From the tone of the
letters it is inferred that the cause is gaining
slowly fii the four Q. M’s now composing the Y.
M. but we have great reason to pray and labor
for increased prosperity. Received Rev. J. M.
Spencer of Illinois Y. M., and Rev. J. Seas of
the M. E. church as advisory members of Conference. Elected Rev. I. Z. Haniog and D. Powell

has been

&

To the former students and friends ‘o Rev.

. The associations are entitled to 5 delegates each
and

:

REDDING & CO, Proprietors, Boston,

TARRANT
wich and 100

Root River Quarterly Meeting will hold its
next session with the Freegoil church, commencing
Friday, Oct. 2 , at 2 o’clock. The Home Mission Society will will meet Thursday preced
at 2 o'clock,
with the same chureh.
"HAS. W. RAIN, Clerk,

began

ciations of the State of Massachusetts is
held at Worcester on the 22d and 23d
month. There are upwards of90 of these
ations in the State with a membership of

Ocean are constructed, at a cost of nearly

of the Skin caused by working with

“FISHER'S

* during

they first

More tiiRu’_twe-thirds of the Through Line and
Branches between the Missouri River and the Pacific

Will, if taken in scason, break up any Congh, and pre-

of married life have never re-

where

Fourth of July Next.

3

in such cases, needs not he told to recommend

Ashland, Sept. 28, at 10 o’gJock, A. M.
u
A. SARGENT, #81 Com,

forewarn

It is told in

SAN FRANCISCO will be connectedby rail by the

all

——————_

’

valid more closely, and you

Sandwich Yuarterly Meeting Minister's Institute will hold its next session with the church in

housekeeping, and which was the scene of the
‘| touching and thankful festivities of their golden
wedting.”

was

Cor, Sec.

The reason is the meeting of General ConferM. H. TArBOX, Clerk.

Aates

that he and his wife

for the first 100 members,

’

C. 0, Lisny,

F

to

every additional hundred.

business preparatory

M. will be represented.

that

we

eradicate’

pletion, and it is safe to say that NEW YORK and

This is the familiar question putto every invalid. In
many cases the answer is, ““ I don’t know exactly, but I
don’t feel well,” Look at the countenance “of the
man or woman who makes this reply, and you will
generally find that the eyes gre dull and lusterless, the
complexion sallow, the cheeks flaceid, and the whole
expression of the face dejected. Interrogate the in-

the

hold its next session with Bath ehurch. Oct. 9, 11.
G. W. Spaulding, Clerk.

a minister,

the house

at

of the Govern-

sources and énergy of tho ‘powerful Corporations to

| What is the Matter ‘with You?

Society, is requested to meet

supervision

whom it wae entrusted—is rapidly approaching com-

remedy.

connec-

moved from

Mass,

2.

Barstow, of Keene, N. H.

their half century

erywhere,.

Hulls

him that it would probably not pay to go

first pastorate,

moderator

Virginia,

C.

Sisson - and

A convention of Young Men’s

quest the churches to pay ten cents per

proposed was to divide the twenty-five hun-

W.

Eruptions

Oct. 23. 24, 25. The churches will notice that the time
of holding the:M: is two weeks later thaa the usual

time.
ence.

only

the aid und

ment, and carried forward by the extradrdinary re-

‘poisonous drugs or chemicals, Boils, Old
Sores,
Bruises, Burns, Flesh Wounds,
Piles, &e., yield to
the healing properties of RUSSIA SALVE.
Sold ev-

Springfield Quarterly Meeting
will hold its
next segsion at the Freewill. Baptist church in Lee,

tion with the report of the golden wedding festivities of this aged minister, who still holds his

and Rev. M. Searls assistant. The Q. M’s were
all represented by letter and delegates. Taylor

One of the most important things needing to be accomplished immediatelyis to

ference, held a few days before

Haning

Mission

Aug. 26, 18(8.

. A. F. BRYANT,

If any one is. hunting

2

Chose Rev. I. Z.

G.

not a good thing to be

The OHIO RIVER Y. M. held its 35th annual sob
sion with Wheelersburg church, August 7th and

left on the front end of the lot upon which

of the Freewill Baptist Foreign

for the annual meeting.

General.

M,

OW

Foreign

not

ig

use no other preparation. —¥,

Y. Sunday Times,

Mission Room in Dover, N. H., on Tuesday, Sept.
29, at 11 A. M., for the purpose of acting upon the Re-

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

God was certainly in

—

Griffith,

Bryant.

all its delicacies,

River Y.

-

raised on the day of dedication. This leaves

the house free from debt.

Ohio

were

annual meeting

~—recciving

Complaint. ~The

arrive

ted by the millions who

‘Foreign Missions.

its lust session

acceptance.

Zum

The Executive Committee of the Freewill Baptist

SOMERSET Q. M., Pa. Held Ats last session
with the Jenner church.
The meetings were
| well attended.
A good session was enjoyed.
The churches reported piosperity and'some additions.
Delegates
to
Yearly Conference ate

ever over.
We returned to Granville praising God
for the mountain church, and his goodness
towards us.
J. S. B.

and energetic, have erected a plain,

to good

Rinse

oe

icense was renewed for one year.” Next term

making twenty, the present number. = This At. And God does help those who help his
little band of brethren and sisters, united, poor. Now, we trust, such scenes are forfaithful

Held

; Wayne;

.

They

igh

oJ

“How modest worth neglected lies,” does not apply.
to the popularity of ‘‘Barrett’s VegetableITair Restorative.”” ' Its worth, though modest, is fully appreecia-

day of October next, at 4 o'clock, r. M., for the choice
of officers and the transaction of any business that
may legally come before the meeting.
Per order of
|
the Executive Committee.
"
os
} © DEWITT C. DURGIN ,
Rec. Nec.
Hampton, Sept. 1, 1868.

with Pierceville church, Nov, 27.
7
WM. RISINGER, Clerk.

for the solitude of the wilderness, that they
The church numbered ten at its_organi- Jay provide an asylum for the panting
vation, Seven others united from time to!
an, in his flight from the land of

time, and three at the time of dedication’—

Q. M.,.Ind.

Bichekied

A few families from the ** city of brother-

in

cach of the four succeeding years.

fity miles

Walton

remedies.

i=

=

traces of this complaint, but give vitality to the exhausted functions, vigbr to the impaired constitution,
and energy to the emaciated invalid. For indigestion,’
biliowsness, heart-burn, &¢., they are the only safe
cure. Sold by=all Druggists.
:

Mission Society will be
held in the Freewill Baptist
meeting house in Buffalo, N. Y., on Thursday the 8th

wines

the meetings
of worship were interesting. Bro.
Smith, of the United Brethren, was with us and

in mountain

immediately,

stretehing

The

with the Union Church, Aug. 21—23.
A small
-representation by - delegates. The business in
conference was transacted harmoniously
and

It seems indeed a

chosenof God,

fastnesses, miles removed from human habitation, surrounded _by gigantic forests,

dollars

vegetable

that’

——

4

PLOIFIC. RAILROAD,

asd

SN CLT BEAT

Notices

Holloway’s Pills —Liver

F. W. Baptise Foreign Mission Soéiery.

only successful

Domgstic

DELEGATES TO Ge C.

RipLey

safety.
Hundreds, it is confidently affirmed, owe their escape from bondage to
freedom; to the good providence of God,
place

evil—its

abstinence.

Steuben; Tama;

POL

Quarterly Meetings.

od and befriendefh,he made his escape in

and the people of Fox.

Boek River;

NERC

insidious and destructive effects of “blue pill? on the
system as a specific for this disease are now entirely
superseded by the use of these mild, antiseptic and

their reports immediately :
.
1 Adair & Schuyler; Cattaraugus; Cattaraugus Center; Cairo; Ionia& Mohtealm; Lagrange Central;
Lawrence. Pa.; Loraine; McHenry; Miami; Noble;
Norfolk County ; North Berrien; Oxfor , Mich. ; Ox-

port and transacting necessary

The bondman

nam street, in a pleasant and growing part
of the city, for two thousand three hundred
and fifty dollars, fifty of which was paid
hundred

del

have not sent in their statistics for the Newt Register,
Q. M. Clerks yvill very much oblige us by forwardink

foreign element

and by some of our own
:
h

A

‘Special

Sec’.

Ba

“Phe following is a list: of Quarterly Meetings

Resolved, That we instruct our delegates to
General Conference to oppose dropping the word
“Will” from eur denominational name.
TaoMAS E. PEDEN, Clerk.

to this retreat in the mountains where, rest-

lot on the corner of Scovil Avenue and Put-

Three

rR

en

ld

=

88 Melvina Ellis,

M.S, HUBBELL and Miss MARILLA BONAR.
tt

a

erp

£0

50 by Rev. 0,6, Hills, Mr.
Thomas Aycrs and
Miss Lisle Bingham,
:
In Kewanee, 1Il., Sept. Lm
v. H.G. Woodworth, at the residence of Rev.
William Bonar, Rev,

ea

Godlike,.

reaching Philadelphia was dispatched by
| the good Quakers on the underground road

Baptist

is an

resistance is total

ing liquor sold; hence there are no paupers,

It was our privilege to, attend, Aug. 23,
the dedication of the ‘Mission Chapel”
church

I. D. STEWART,

t ands

Nr

——

€

ke

t 20, by Rev. J. M. Cran

dail,
Ch No.
botIn My,Canton,
of ikehoh,
Pa., Jug,

ou

Q. M. REPORTS.

and kitchen breweries pdve the way to drunk- |
enness.
All that nature de mayds is to satisfy
healthy thirst.
Brethren, labor or telipelanice
n temperate—labor for God by Mheing
by being

ers. In this-scttlemens there is no intoxicat-

REIT nd

F. W.

is”

N. B. It is probable that two entire days will be
required for the transaction of the business.

TEMPERANCE, .

are numerous here,and was made delicious
to the taste by the skill of sister T., who

Que

by the

So

Dover, Aug. 24, 1868.

destriction of the sheet anchor of our liberties
and Christian hopes,+,

loafers or criminals, Fox,a settlement a fow
arc potent with me in urging the establish- miles removed
from this, is some fifty years
mentof a New. Xprk paper. -My plan does old, and was planted
by the Quakers of
uot contemplate the removal of the Star, ‘Philadelpbia..
This place for years was a
unless it can be done harmonioysly.
rendezvous, or place of refuge, for the col7
SE
a oD,
IN
ored fugitive

crected recently

a

Appointments.

.

sh

RR

The

lo
Married

Sho

ini

¥..July 2, by Rev, J. 8, Staples,

Notice is hereby given that the annual meeting of

lower the sacredness of the Lord’s day ane-to the

va

;

GRAN

OS,

5

the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment will be
held at the ofice
in. Dover, N. H., on Wednesday,
t/
o’elock,
A AL
Sept.
16
at
.:
:
.
us
-

Whereas there seems to be a strong. effort to

Jour arrival, one of the nice fat deer, which

I

il

da

a

S23

alizing character, both by the

EAR

.

ans.

CORPORATORS’ MEETING.

to raise funds as soon as possible and

Bro. Tompkins had just captured, before

some of the reasons that

Cleveland.

J

Notices and

For-

subvert the Sabbath from the design of its institution by turning it-into a glad day of feasting,
drinking and public demonstrations of a demor-

received
disciplined for the

‘* promised land.”

have endeavored inthe small space allow-

' Lowville, N. ¥. Sept. oth.

EEA

he Sever-

St that we

ar is issue,

THE SABBATII,

‘but if we as a denomination cofitinue to ais- knows well the
art; with other Christian
regard the demands of the age,
the history of" friends, of entertaining visitors
and preachcd me, to present

rena

still in ik

commend the Home,

‘coming to our shores
citizens, therefore

Gani i

=

goa

Resolved, That we enter our utter. protest and
It was indeed good to see and foel God in condemnation
of these efforts as well as the practhe silence of the mountains, and depths of tice of making the Sabbath a day of indiscriminate-visiting and pleasure seeking, and tending to ford, C. W.; Otdego; Putnam; Richland & Licking;
the forests, where ancient Israel

want of denominational success? Truth has
prevailed, and will still continue to prevail,

the Quakers and other sects will be ours.
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_ votions up to the throne of infinite goodness.

The influence of locationi$ very powers
ful. . All our commercial, literary, religious, scientific, manufacturing
and moneyed
interests recognize
and act with reference
- to the location. Can we aloe, of all the
religious world still afford to disregard this
~ principle? Is not this the one: cause of our

pert

re:

secure such laborers as may,at least,supply their
churches with preaching. °
RA

former pastor of gue church‘in New York “and spiritual, sharing much of the divine
told me that it was very embarrassing
to pré- presence. The songs of praise, the voico
sent the Star to his«Congregation,
and ex- of prayer, and of the preachers rung
plain why it, was not publishedin ‘New through thé stately forests, carrying
our de-
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there

That we
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being told that ft is publishedat Dover. A "The meeting was well attended, earnest,
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eedmen’s Mission to each member of
not only worthy of his prayers and
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ofh is means.
‘
: Tint we lid h Rresent want of one or more
missionaries
in the + M., as one of the most

-Lgroat- religions world:
.
“praise, hiéis highly esteemed and sustained
from other denominations are painfully sur- by thé sympathies and prayers of the
prised when inquiring ‘for
+¢ our paper” on chureh.
.
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wonderful and glorious, that the king

call-

2d it perfect, and gave orders that any web,

Homily of the Trees.

The swaying ineense of the air.
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~ And another would say, * If1

even

to Le

Temps,

it likewiseof

ge ne
ation, which prides itself upon beng practical,
and which has no disposition

Louis

to run

London correspond-

he ious
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Such
aps
oi é Sith impartial
foreign observer
the
Cc
nny
papers

writes of the politiEnglish

metropolis : of London. If ik aly yd id =
off here for I'have not yet finished | ieriging thes wig ht, you will comprehend
John Stuart Mill—to iar you Yow
Uist, Tie
Shoup Press, Hare § Place
to be occupied between The
pant fuck, the Usnsipration of remaining
Standa i which tung its back tothe Batre.
elegraph, whi
eals
with
it
of price. is signi Rg Tt is de- The Dai
mocracy Sen Lit. eonmornial aspect. only by fits and starts, and The Morning

| that I much care.”
| the child they believed Providence had com- | | break
| *-Wihy, faith,hiope and charity, of course,” | mitted
8 theif Gare; and if ever benefcencs | with Mr.
[said Carmen, a little contemptuously. «I | Was rewarded, it. was in this instance.— of au im
| should think you would have known when | Famiiy Circle.
:
:
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Little
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Jennie
—

Fell Asleep.

Little Jenmie was lame.

The Daily News becoming a penny pape Star, which is absorbed in it. Here is the
of the transformation of 7% Dai- |
lis
natural Consequence of the = om, by importance
ly News into
y paper. More logical

She could not

bikin

ion

E

e 3p 6 ATS 4 out ove

and mone
Daily Te

had | commadments hang

on

love

to God, and | redbreast.

Two ugly crutches

carried

her

fixed in its convictions than The
h, as honestas The Morning .. .

Star, but more

moderate,

more

practical,

and with tendencies less-cosmopolitan, Thc

ciples more settio than 7%he Ttmes, tenden-

and gray I shall not tyy at all.”

Tu: which 10 coin the angels’ specc,.

I shan’t get much in 7y web.”

or

Lis

bright,

face like

and

a s oft.

it

it would | I have the golden threads,” said Carmgn.
unjust, as

hf¥e

‘¢ Here is every variety

of woof,

it | pose we might call it,” laughed

cunningly

:

contriving to slip.in a shuttle of his own,

* Alb tremriilous with summer leaves,
:
:

:
EG
Vion
which never failed to disfigure

So may we stand, when storms are loud,

woof.

With glance uplifted to the sky;
Fora tho ange of fhe dowd
wl
spe
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ADF the 260d We strive to Know

while
loved
them
tired

Net
in ole Mat ony Moi cuine
Transfigured in the beams of peace.

And they would have

the
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The

pre
fairest

| Jennie fall asleep—fell

I sup-

sleep of beautiful

as such an organ.
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1: The paper will continue

into

rest and

a wondrous}

calm.
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to pursue
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In short

and

in which our

ometimes

¢ too patriotic?

we
hmen never
But if
{thereis any
be foo’ justly imputed

nd

beloved

Are

too much Frenchmen?
journal to which'it can
that it puts national

interests or its own interests, before justice,

that journal is not The Daily News.

The ' Daily

This is

proved by a thousand circumstances, notably
on the occasion of the American

war.

One

“Though aman

neglecting none,—of all the webs he
the golden ones best, and visited
oftenest; and if ever the weaver grew
and careless,\4e was sure to throw in

.
F———

of

And at

Stranger.

very

the

2eir God.

heavy

léanin g

very

a

id

want of ability.

The

principles,

prayed

for—not suth

as you

know. tucked | eration greater still; and, in ‘point

of tal-

| For many days before tlie coming of this | its corres
ents are generally well-in| beautiful sleep, our darling suffered much, | formed and trustworthy, especiall its Paris
{ we could do_nothing for her but sit and correspondent | and & i» remarkal de for is
| hold the fluttering hands, and smooth the its ri
But The Standard is he

powerful was th torrent,

even with that Pd
1 of society in which it
finds its chief support, which it endeavored

large resources at its
great power with a mod-

| no man ever enjoyed a joke more than Dr. away in your little beds, with mother’s kiss | ent,
it does not yield to-the press of ‘the
| Byron; he had a vast fund of humor and | warm upon your lips—but a sweeter, calm: wealthy Flnssss of society. But there still
| ready wit, and with children, particularly, | 0. sleep, from which pain nor tears can Somajned mr Suelo take, and that has been
| he loved to chat familiarly, and draw them | © oo waren
The Standard io a well. wittton journal ;
| out. Ashe was one day passing into the
| house, he was accosted by a very little boy,
| Who asked him if he wanted any sauce,
| meaning vegetables.
The Dr. inquired if

very existence, so

cheap press com-

mands to-day in England every avenue to

tenderly out of heaven, did send sleep to public office; it has
the tired eyes not such sleep as the mother | disposal ; it wields

:

strict

‘last

to-arrest: But The Daily News did not hesitate for a moment, andit nobly resilved to

‘do its duty whatever the consequences
might be. And what tglent did it not then
| display in the cause of right! With what
indomitable courage did it defend the cause
‘of humanity against a raving public opinion!

[I dé not mean the public opinion of the

‘manufactories, but that
rooms,
of the clubs, of all
h
overning classes.]
You
ished then that 1 should

of the

drawing-

who constitute the

will not be astonnote specially, as

been strong enough to drag a mighty an-|such a tiny thing was a market man. | bright hair, softly crying all the while. ly Tory, and I doubt whether the food it something to afford you satisfaction, the
of this
gel down from Paradise! And the worst of | “No, sir; my father is,” was the prompt | And O, dear children how patient she was ! | supplies is agreeable to the tastes of the change whieh has farnished the subject

Child.

Eh Sitti

it was that,—this thread having been drawn | answer.

© God; those home is in the sky,
Far above the sun so high
Far ahove tie Mook So bright,

:

Althongh

the

pains

were

constant,

she | guests for whom it caters.

:

letter. This duty was for ne so much the
more imperative; and the news will be received by you with so much the greater

J

in,—the enemy found it easier to slip inoth- | ‘The Doctor said, “Bring me in some | never grew peevish or cross, as the dearest La Dad 2 egraph, Eo
standing
er and baser shuttles, till, at last, the un- | squashes,” and passed-into the house, send- | of children might; but when she saw us | mon Tier erudition and its pe 2 hig he
happy weaver awoke to find his beautiful | ingout the change. In a few moments | crying around her, would raise her weak | flown style, hasexactly that kind of merit

he Sears Wilh Shine a night;

pattern hopelessly distorted and

the work | the child returned, bringing

back

part of | hand to dry her tears, and say, “Don’t

cry

Though I eannot look on Thee.

fit for nothing but the enemy's banners.

.
Yet I know it was Thy hand

Some of the wisest weavers found this out | come to it; but the child would not take it-+ And by and by she did. It was ‘sunset
after a time, and then they trembled alittle, | back, saying his father would blame him. | time. A soft breeze fluttered the curtain

Formed the earth whereon I stand—

and were better contented

Rowen: the tree.

Thou did’st
make them :all to raisese
1
Even little children’s praise.

quarrel I could recall here certain articles

or of Prussia,

Bis Siyle, which has sways been, gravey

of pod Sg

Bernard, | tell you about it ? Many and many a night | lamation op flattery.

:

Little

iy

that,—

his ugliest thread? a thread of most fearful
strength, a thread which, once caught in the
| weaving, it was almastimpossible to break,
for it was spun from a cord whith had once

—Cong. & Recorder,

the

han

soft

* And 7 shall never be contented, unless | when all the world was full of blossom, | fone whieh
has always been elevated; nor

although at first’ sight,

Ye stand unmoved while winter grieves; | ‘watching these busy ldoms, and

Intil
your heads transfigured shine,

If their threads were

with

very quiet

their

and

the change.

The Dr. told him he was wel- | for Jennie; by and by she'll go to sleep.

lot. | Such strange manners in‘a

grey,

his attention,

and he

began

child

attracted

to examine

|.of {he

the

window,

trembling spray

and

through

of sunshine

calculated. to draw a large number of read-

o init A in strength THE Sa ures, Nha
upin coloring.
It treats its eo IT to a

its folds ‘a | profusion of historical

stole, and

leasure, in that in The Daily News liberal
‘rance has a friend far-seeing, vigilant, and
full of solicitude—in one word a true friend.

| &' nd This accounts for iy SPH

laid

sons

its comments

reminiscences,

‘on public

affairs

sea-

with

they> could follow: the beautiful : pattern just | boy
He
was evidently poor;
a crown of shifting gold upon our darling’s Spicy anecdotes, multi lie 8 Jappy quotaMa attentively.
:
in
as well, and their eyes not being dazzled | his jacket was pieced and patched with | head.
She felt the warm touch, and opened | tions
articles.without
But end,
stranand
6 10delights
ge in
‘thissensation
liberal
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The Siberian Hxiles.
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od

We

now

simple.

ry

come

—

to

if

3

3

the exiles;

pure and

If aman can forget that he is de-

prived of liberty, he is not ander ordinary
circumstances very badly off in Siberia.

with the gold and purple and scarlet, they | every kind of cloth, and his trowsers darned | per sweet eyes, smiling as atan angel's and ‘popular ‘ournal carries to the point of
were able more quickly to see, and break off | with so many colors that it was difficult to kiss.
- | idolatry the worship .of the throne. © When
the false threads of the enemy.
tell the original fabric, bug serupulofisly [s«Take Jennie to the window, please,” she they speak of the Queen, ‘the language of
Besides, ’ in one thing,
had shown : | neat and : clean withal. © The boy very quiet- | wispered: so we wheeled the little bed in- | 205 of the English journals, that of the
Sohathe kingfrp
one
wispered ; :
Daily News, for example, isalways marked

He leads a-more independent life—unless
under the special eye of the police—than in
European Russia, and has a better prospect

Unto Thee, great King of kings.

he had given, without any distinction, to all | while

whence

X Would love and praise Theo 400,

the weavers alike. And if they were willing | examininghis face.

As the holy angels do:

to use them, especially the one which

Thank Thee for Thy mercies given,
Pray, to guide my way to heaven,

greatest of the three, the weh became beau- | come and live with me, and be a doctor?”
4iful in spite of all the enemy couldalo. It | ‘‘Yes, sir,” said the child.

0%
;
ean
! hough Tuy eas i) Whi dav
Thou canst hear my faghle ton gue
Soundn above the auwels’
sone.
gels’
song,

2

When they bow their golden wings

= 4

so golden

«I wish one didn’t have to choose,” said | blew away from her

must have resided in England at the time to
have an idea of the disinterestedness and the
Tey woule have seen that ae king's threads that are chosen for the warp,” said | hush Her with sweet lullaby song; or she | who will require to read
courage which werggequired to manifest poit.
i
| threads were not
In avowthe only ones used in the | Vernon.— Lynde Palmer.
would kneel by her little bed, and ask God | It is not thatpenny papers are wanting, litical sympathy with the. North.
weaying. ‘There was an enemy always
hig
to take away her pain, and send her sleep. | OF that they can with justice be taxed with. ing its sympathy The Daily News visked its

Like Druids of a kingly line,

a

they

appear, —if the weavers had only looked | ‘ but I suppose the right pattern” could be | of her sad young life, When her poor little | News remains The Daily News, only it has
more closely, and studied the different webs,.| woven on it all.”
*
:
body was racked with pain, her dear moth- | Put itself in the way of being read more
they would have been wiser and happier. | Everything must depend upon the | er would take her in her .arms and try to Saiensive nay
reo

’ oars
Smal

a
for a Little

ne,

these discontented subjects would

We trace along ashadowy way.
O stately trees, that tower so high,
. _ While close each twining fer clings,

Hymn

hair. was

France was very roughly handled.
But
where aré the true
ots to be found who

they would

seem as if the king were a little

And foot-prints of the weary years

>

Her

gies mors Pro 1 sive, and ger

nearlyit bea
for will
it has followed
same course
:;
a
. | cloud. And. ihe
hér eyes were . -brown, : and quarter
of a century.
In nothing
consciqusly, the work always went on, and
‘ And I know whatever I choose, it will | clear, and shyly sweet.
;
Hl
changed—neither _ in its politics, which
every day they added u length to their | be wrong,” said Margaret, disconsolateby.
But one day in the summer that is gone, | have always been Liberal, nor in its moral
Now,

Come creeping o’er us day by day.

-

ith

face

written, after the battle of Sadowa,in “hon-

whether

web.

But dull, dark cares, and clinging fears,

Ye! i

| instead of dancing feet, and her wee

could - not stop weaving.g Consciously¥ orun- | Helen, , timidly.
timid

And singing, go beyond our reach,
For we can frame no‘words of gold,

nn

be fair | love to your fellow-men,” said Bernard.

the

But,

And winged fancies$ oft unfold )

not the slightest partiality.

And to join the glorious hymn

Chanted by the Seraphim. BL)
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¥ ail

|ly endured

the

holding

scrutiny
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4 roads.

But 30 it was,

the

Doctor, | 14 the full tide of sunset splendor.

At last he said =i

was | * “You seem a nice little boy.

They seemed

‘Spoke like a man,”

Won't

said

to | ~ A few weeks passed

*

| king would turn

away

Weavers.

But even yet |

would yet take.the day’s work to

|

the

bel has been looking over a trunk full of old | shin ing, exceeding white as snow,

when

was
x

one day'| 14 kiss.

The last

it,” said

door | the squashes (but no squash himself, as

see;)

he was

dressed

we

in a new,

a |

so as no | checked handkerchief, on his

erately taking off his hat,

arm.

and

Delib-

laying it

Still the unhappy weavers did not like to | downrwith his bundle, he walked up to the

his knees.”

oh

Dick pompously, | And they said to one another, ** It is very

*+#hd we will teil you whether your judg- {hard to stoop.”

ment 8 good for anything.”

Alas!

* Thanks for your majesty’s

Alas!

are

4

“ Nevertheless, we

will

““ And what

hear

it,”

Dick, with a gracious wave of the hand.

Vérnon unfoldéd his little

worn:

astie in
oR 1 2 Jot thos Whoo not
in 1 probity pir
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about | S6iécted

.q

an

unseasonable

time, a

mem-

| ber of the House of Commons, Mr. Rear-

said | Margaret,

| en for reasons of health, and if, in that
of day faded from the hills, | ase, the Government intended to adyise

long lashes stirred upon

cheek.

Flowers

he

came,

f

generally he more
than in ‘the region

and, except.

“

in times of

-

special scarcity, can purchase food quite as
cheaplyas where the
ulation is more
dense. Everybody around him is oblivious
of the fault that led to his’ exile; and

afforded

full opportunity

he

is

for feformation.

If a farmer, he cultivates the land; sells
his surplus crops, and

with no fear
astoffenses.
im,

he

sits in his.own house,

that he will be distw#bed for
If he brought no family with

is yermined

and

encouraged

to

does

all

that

mean?”

And

and

‘‘I always thought

or whatever you call them, very

allegories,
stupid.-

plexedin his life.

At

the time

«Did your father

consent

{ino ?” he asked.
1

paper. | Wish people would speak plain English.”

has

she never

OF Wala yu ng
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he

per- | the

felt he

to

your

they

story—that

the

blooming sweeter,

‘shall

‘come,

radiant

very same

than

ever

hillside.

bloom—ass God

is

richer, sunnier ground.

“What did he say ?”

ha

lilies is dead; but on a

morning

a fixture in

who has not;

and

the

henea

Juestion,

It is

need-,

{to Mr.

violet is

upon
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48 te Dut nid

terms of banishment

are

ended, especially

the organs of the Liberal party.

some,

r-

us,

anished

Disrach

It pursues

oy 1a = eo

liamentary reform

incontestable

some | and it is stoutly opposed

to the
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in

ance of the State

Church

oe
services;

mainten-

Ireland. : Un-

We talk

their masters.”

soon as he entered Siberia, and no law existed ‘whereby he could be re-enslaved. His

of

sword i Bands it Supports vk

‘at the will of

Every exiled serf became a {ree peasant as

Reardon it called -him an insect!

So you, my | cause of Dt

good—on

pecidlly is this thé case among the serfs:

Nestle ide

with | Zhe Daily Telegraph is nevertheless oné

com- | child, if the great Master lifts you from

“Yes, sir.”

country than one

ngs? a Te Slices furious, at the. man

Some day they tell me ‘that a

far away cleft of the
:
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land a very unadvisable step.

The first impulse of the Doctor was to | together and to win the little ones to a love

needed no addition to his family.
said’|

the Queen to abdicate in favor of the Prince

wife and children is more

:
——
i
less to say that the question was regarded if they have "been long in the country, and ~
* Flowers and children are of near kin, and on sandnlous. Wi. iy Te
H otis Tesitate to return to Russia to find themtoo much of restraint or too much of forc- | and My, Reardon inky severely censured Be selves forgotten. Some men. consider their
banishment a piece of good fortune,as it
ing, or too much
of .display, ruins their | all the journals. - But how did. The Dail
enabled them to accomplish what they nev‘chiefest charms.
Ilove to associate them
Telegraph on this ‘occasion express its feel- er could have done in the old country.
Es-

laugh immoderately ; but the imperturbable | of flowers.

now | sation, and he vowed he never felt so

in | in the golden light of the king's palace!

word—: poky ! »

gleam

white

for theking’s blind weavers! | him, as he recalled, too, his former conver- | Spring

condescen- | Alas! for the ruined webs which

royal sentence, which will be condensed

into poetical fer-

A fee- | for which Victoria, it must be admitted, had

beauty

and aa

gravity of the little thing rather sobered | violet or a tuft of

sion," laughed Vernon, ‘“ but I anticipate the | the enemy’s banners, which will never float
one brief

Telegraph, respect ine

laboring man, he can
certain of employment

their readiness to permit: an exile to take
.
Mra his family to Siberia, and their sr
ment
for
him
to
commit
matrimony
if
he
again awakened ? Not here, my darlings; | ing his right as a representative of the peogoes thiere unmarried,
| put there is a land where God and the an- | ple, and at the same time only echoing
the
ixiles to Siberia, expecially those who
| gelslive. and there, no longer lame, and discontent which the absence of the Queen marty there, and are not curs by fortune,
thle and tearful. "bit a shining an gel wo from the metropolis at the Seasan of balls frequently become as much attached to the
country as the men who visit California or
Kho our little Jspplc is awake in heaven
fd hor fee fap
dv
gus
the-West intending to stay but f few years,
:
; litical crisis was imminent at the time oe
and never find a suitable time to return.
=
;
gy
dering the departure of the Queen for Scot- Many exiles remain in Siberia after their

recognized the boy of { the

some way, it has been running in my head
“The door into the great king's presence- | «To live with you, and be a doctor,”
ever since, and I brought it down to read to | chamber is very low ; one must go in on | said the child, with the utmost naivcte.

hear

folded rest.

a smile of -heavenly

a arlittle boy, | yha tived oath

“queer litt bit of writing, on the yellowest | do this simple thing. They were very proud, | Doctor, saying—
paper,—we could just make it out. Tdidn’t| and one of their number, who. had been | «I have come, sir.”
think so much of i when Ifirst read it, but, | often to the palace had told them,—
«Come for what, my child ?”

“Let's

| _4nq then we watched the poor lids droop
| in the coming of the beautiful sleep. Like

“Send him up,” was the answer; and in | yet never againthé

of the palace, and would petition the -king | shall

letters she discovered in the garret, and | fuller on earth can white them.

you. ' It seems to me rather good.”

upon | but with The Daily

the beautiful earth, upon the softly purple | variably becomes exalted

ment, then dropped in

+ I don’t know whether you will think it | to dip it in a wonderful fountain in his cotirt, | though cgarse, suit of clothes, and his hair

upon

by a scatiment of respectful independence ;

lingered

the. Doctor, | tired birds the baby hands fluttered a mo- | ly on the oceasion of a journey to Balmoral,

interesting,” said Vernon, * but I'll tell you | the gold would be pure and dazzling as if | very nicely combed, his shoes brushed up,
what brought me down here to-night. Ma- | it burnedin a furnace, and the linen webs [and a little bundle tied in a homespun

among other things, she stumbled

dear eyes

you | hills—the flush of sunset bloom above them | YO%» snd Llothes itself in forms of enthusi-

his head, for the | to any one else.

the case was not hopeless. If these weavers | a few moments he

——t—

on,

A moment the

of wealth and social advancement.

’
pt.
A bird don, thought proper to ask Mr. Disraeli if marry, though nét required to. do so. * The
with the greatest effort, and sometimes let | With a bundle, down stairs, waiting to see | oy menced singing
a low sweet song of | the journey to Scotland had been undertak- authorities
know very well that he who has
them lie idle for days together. Then the | the Doctor, and would not tell his business good-night—she did not wake to listen.

«|

webs wee not fit to be seen.

s

of

him at arm’s length, and |

this virtue, should ever have neglected these | patting his liead as he dismissed him.

;
King

threads

was strange that these weavers, knowing of |

0st
The

7%rec

melee; | findi the shuttles too heavy ; they lifted
them | Jim: came to say there
’

i

Che

J

Helrew's Friend.

-

: ~”

their

charity was destined to be their staff and Ina. recent letter
-stay in declining age—a protector and more Blanc, who is now the
wrong kind, and”—
“What are those three threads?” asked than son to themselves; all this was then ent of that paper, thus
Margaret, languidly ; *¢ though IT don't know unrevealed; but they cheerfully received cal penny press of the

They accuse

being extreme—a grave accusation in a
¢onntry tr which does not possess-the faculty of

”

In growth of generous feelings grand,

"In all the glory
of our {Tought.

!

the English!

Press.

tis not sufficient:

serious defect in the eyes of

Thus dé our souls ideals stand, With all high aspirations fraught,

the silver threads, my web should

. Audwide its trafling banner Sings.

:

thrown: upen

London

ly. English—a

symp& Daily News is the representative par excelthe daily journalismof English lib\ lence,
as the moon; and should be draped in the | = «It means everything, then,” said Dick; | was white as the down of a segsbird. But aig yl her Tg ut
8 on impor
mm. Take note that I speak of liberal
king's audjence-chamber; but, as I have | ruefully. **No wonder the poor weavers | I cannot think that even your rosy faces | kind as that enjoyed by The Times. The (ism only. The Daily News, in fact is essenonly the linen thread, the web is so poor | thought the shuttle was heavy. I'm afraid | are more kissable than my Jennies.
Daily News has announced itself befare- tially for its country ; and if I wished to seek

To trunk and bough in netwdrk rare,
#

thus

~The

| influence is not greater.

and should hang.in.the throne room of the | «Ty would if you take charity in the sense | rar and skip, as you can, ‘my merry dar- | that reform calls to the exercise of politiking's palace.”
of love, and remember that all the law and | lings light as thistiedown, and gay as robin | cal power will require an organ with prin-

The weird, gray moss luxuriant clirgs

,

little creature,

* LITERARY MISCELLANY.

and makes you glad to have it so, that’s the

threads,
my web should beasclear as thesun, | perfect with just charity in it.”

Of Gloria Patris, in the skies;
While swinging softly in the air,

.

.

4 Then many of the weavers would say,—
Well, it doesn’t make any sense,” said | How
“This is unjust. If I had the golden | Margaret, irritably.
*‘ A life wouldn't be

Like musicto the glowing words
‘

’

again it might be only fine twined linen. | it spoke of the greatest of the three.”

And from their summits songs of birds
In thrilling matin chorus rise,

_

eminent physicians and best men of the age
stood before them in the person of. that

h

ft
:
3
king himself provided a great many
materials for this’ weaving, and this
of Spanish moss.
had often made a great deal of dissatisfacThe troes like tall, cowled friarsstand,
| tion, for, —without any apparent reason,—
- - With pleading hands upraised in prayer. | to $ome he would give golden threads, to
As if they bore, in masses grand,
i
others, silver, or purple and scarlet, and

©

then occur to them that one of the most

ence of an emperor that you are every inch
aman, is the right kind ; and that pride that

and grander-than almost” anybody you ineet

immediately accepted, and that the happy
weaver should have a most wonderful re-

The following lines were suggested by the sols ward.
. cman beauty of the trees in a southern forest, |" - The
‘when covered with their long, pendant masses
of the

___

that pride that makes you feel,even in pres-

children were

free, and

tion far superior to

enjoyed

that

a.condi-

of the serf, under

the system prevalent before

1859.

Many

descendants of exiles have become wealthy
through gold mining, commerce, and agriculture, and oceupy high civil positions
I know a merchant whose fortune is count.’
ed by millions, and who is famous through
Siberia for his enterprise and generosity ;

thus; but if.the change really Dusty i rs
he libomlismor 3
[hradite
kind,
us ‘witness the ; he is the son of an exiled serf, and has risen
X
.
_herma
the
|
‘blight
the
than
grievous
more
is
it
7 told him that yon wanted me'to came | comes,
said-|
to theand child,”
us explain it** You
© Letpatronizingly,
-¢ It is called,” said he, * Tne King's Weav-| Dick,
ERS.”
I-are probwarmth with which it espoused the side of by his own ability. Since I left Siberia, 1
and live. with yon and be a doctor; and he of a thousand flowers.
She,
who loved
There was once a great king who had the ably two of the king's weavers, my dear,
said you were a’very good man, and I their search among the thickets—will never the South in the civil war in America, learn with pleasure that the Emperor -has
which would have resulted, had the South honored him with a decoration—the boon
Tt miglit come as soon as my clothes were scarch’them.
most splendid palace that was ever imagin- and our lives are the webs, I suppose.
She, whose glad eyes would
vanquished the Norik, in the triumph of slav- so priceless to every Russian heart. Many
ed. The greatest writers and poets had isn’t a brand new idea, Vernon.” ~
ready.”
; ‘have opened in pleasant bewilderment
up- ery in the New World. Add to this that prominent merchants and proprietary miners
‘No, but I just read it to-day, and it sets
tried in vain to describe it, though they used
‘And your mother—what said she"
on some bold change of shrubbery or of The Daily Telegraph is a "Bonapartist jour- were mentioned tome as examples of the
words which were like applés of gold set one thinking a little. Don’t you think so
“She said Dr. Byron would do just what paths, will never open them again. She nal, defendingin England the imperial prosperity 6f the second and third genera‘What ave the golden threads?” asked Jhe said he’ would, and God had provided —whose feet would have danced along the regime as the Constitulionncl. ddes in tions from banished men.
in pictures-of silver, Indeed they seemed
I was told of a .
France, although it is'due to it to say that
to heeomeé'almost bewildered in'the attempt ; Margaret.
.
whose evening of
for me.
And,” said he, ‘‘I have on a new
new woodpath, - carrying joy and merri- it never speaks of the proscribed except wealthy = gold-miner,
life is cheered by an ample fortune and two
their description was a confusion ‘of sap“Money, I suppose,” said Bernard.
suit of clothes,” surveying himself, “and ment into its shady depths—will. never set with reserve, decency, and dignity.
well-educated children, Forty years ago
phires and emeyalds, and rubies and ‘rain‘* No, talents, genius, beauty,” said Car- here is anotherin the bundle,” undoing. the foot upon these walks again.
Of quite another kind is the liberalism of his master gave him a start in life by cabows, and in the end they had to leave it to men, eagerly. ,
poi
*
Morning Star—a liberalisi® which con-- priciously sending him to Siberia; had the
handkerchief and displaying them, with
What matter how the brambles grow? The
“I think you're both right} said Vernon, two shirts, white as snow, and a couple of herdress will not be torn; what matter the tradictsitself,never bends,
and never presents man remained in Europe, the chances are
every one’s imagination, and he, who imagtwo faces—the first turned toward
domestic
ined most, cold never come near the real- ‘“ Anything that sets one up in ‘the world,
have died
neat checkered aprons, so carefully folded broken paling by the water? she will nev- matters, and the second toward foreign af- mope than even that hé would
“a
:
Hy.
gives rank, position, consequence,
and it was plain none but a.mother would have er topple over from the bank. The hatchet fairs. No English journal, not excepting; nunotieed and unknown.
:
s="
Now there were some subjects ofthe king, makes a brilliant life ; in short, makes one done it. The sensibilities of the Doctor may be hung from a lower nail now-—the even The Daily News and The Spectator, Ree of the politic exiles—Poles and
ussians—wlo remain voluntarily
in Sibewho lived inv distant: province, and knew in such danger from pride.”
pleaded with greater energy than 7%e Morn rin, say prep
LIS unwillingly into
were awakened to see the fearless, the un- little hand that might have stolen possestng Star the cause of the
North against the’ ‘the acts that caused their banishment”
and cared very little about their Master, al- © “Ah! that is the ugly thread, is it?’ The doubting trust with which the poor couple sion of it, is stiffi—iz fast! God has it.
and
South { ndjonal more vigorously denounces ‘may suffer again in the same way if they»
though, in all his splendor, he had never enemy hands ’em a shuttle of pride,” laugh- had bestowed their child upon him, and
And when spring wakéens all its echoes— ed the Jamaiga
massacre, to which the crim- go home. “In. Siberia! they are removed
forg
“That isn't So bad. ' He does'nt such a child. His cogitations were not of the wren’s song—of the blue bird’s war- inal
;
, and was daily sending them ed Dick.
hesitancy of the E Butlish magistracy ha, : why all disturbing” influences, while. at
hand it twice to most people, that's cer- long; he thought of Moses in the bulrush- ble—of the plaintive cry of mistress cuckoo accorded iatipmnity,
‘of his interest’and care for them,
¢ Morning Star is /hope they sre at the mercy of the revoluhi
:
ed
. The principal businessof this people was tain,”
es,
abandéned“to.
Providence;
and,
above
“(she daintily called her “mistress cuckoo”) honesty itself, and it possesses -4 courage tionists, and are often, led to: commit acts
‘* Welt, 1 don’t think it is sueh’a dreadful
equal to its honesty, proclaiming its co
ing
NJ ht
d day they were busy at
all, he thought of the child that was carried from the edge of the. wood—what eager, viction without stopping to ask whether its they do not really approve. All the Poles
now in Asiatic Russia, from the insurrgg,
web. They began it when they thing to have,” said Carmen, quickly. *| into Egypt, and that the Divine Savigur earnest, delighted lis'eners have we--lift- utterances
-are likely to he well received;
could never like a person who hadn’t
a little had said, ‘Blessed be little. children ;* und ing the blue = eyes—shaking the cutls— Feproving those who arefuliy without troub- tion of 1831, are at liberty to return; I was
told that less than half the prisoners liber
pride.”
95
Sol

‘ Nor-I either,if it's the right kind,” said

rk home.

§ wished
[]

| Vernon.

* Every one Should have a prop-

er self-respect or he is good for nothing, to
be

sure

;

but’

Sk

kag

rl

. “Letme

he called for the wife of his bosom, saying,

“Susan, dear, I think we pray in church
that God willhave mercy upon all young

children.
fT
Ril,
£1
To be sure-we-do; "said +he-wondering

ling itself about what the ps fie way think ; ated by the pardon ukase at the coronation
wrong to
n
her
8 rof Alexander I1., availed themselvesof its
violets repeat the sweet lesson they learned giving
with forei,ign nations ‘when it believes Eng- privileges. Long absence from their old
last year of the $un and of the warmth, and landin the wrong} preaching the doctrine
omes, ard attachment to the new, caused.
bring their fragrant blue petals forth—who of poate mead ride nithougl it knows it to them
to give preference to the latter.—Al-'
1
in oe word Sstriv
iid
dancing to the melody?

| will-give

And when - the

the rejoicing -welcome; and bo |

give my views,” interrupted | wife, "and what then?”
the swift and lightfooted herald of the flow.
one once said to some| hr
Dick. ‘Some
Pi
ots?
Who shall gather them with the light
“And
the
Saviour.
said,
‘Whosoever
rene
hai
Sl
Li
Pe a
a
| eeiveth one such little child in My name. fingers sh¢ put to the task? who PTlk.
** Lunitnous so far,” said"Vernon.
Seno
:
"|retetveth Me.’ Take this little’ child in Marvel. .
A
~ ‘“‘ Some one onve said to somebody,” per- | His name ind take care ‘of him.” And:

sisted Dick, + “Remember that you are ag | from that hour this good ‘couple received
good ag anybody else, but no better.’

Now

him to their hedrts and ‘home.

It did ‘not

mote the ends 0 it
ing public opinion,

| tunity
of
: to escape
,

sve oh a prt = [antic

and allowin,

pu puttimg

no oppor- |
the. interests of :

humanity above national interests. T need
| hardly tell ypu that this is just why I am delighted with The Morning Star; but Iam
bound to say that this be, Just whyTt incurs

Monthly.

GoD 18 hngey with

loving father

’

%

the ‘wicked just asa

with ‘his naughty

children.. He loves them none
his anger. He is angry partly

loves
them.
Like an an
It is not until the ower hasfallen off that the reproaches of a considerable portion of father, too, MR

the’ fruit begins to ripen,

So it is in life.

the Liberal

party<dn

Enghind,

and why its

give.

’

the less for
because he

‘yet lovin
io to or
Cg

»

i

po
~~

j Euipress from the famous Summer Palace at

Charles ‘Sumner.

+

est
cate
, Ln

than tha

of

t in a

:

He

we

yo

his friends, and

i

rial

Tm

d each.

nin

Moerfisements.

his gickiiess

A

a

b

chusetts, «0

:

.

a worthy

ed London in commerce. A

t annual fair

+

chants.

reer has been one unbroken and continuous
triumph
; and there is everyF probability
that
.
hier

frfend; open-minded, free in speaking

every motive

that

has

governed

sented to Queen

in

greatness.

1t

it is suppos-

of | ed to have been the site of the famousmon- | ‘Why

him,

al-

astery

of St. Botolpl’s,

built here

in

that it 1s even

of belief

unsafe or unwise to

dare

(‘anse

enact the highest conceptions of justice and
truth. * His political strategy
is like the military strategy of Grant. “My idea of strategy,” said the leader of our armies, ‘“is

to

zet as near the enemy as you can, and then

—fight him.”

is thus

a familiar

companion,

And now for the

application.

ws

‘The Lost
the

HARD

|
|
|
|
|

but all the faults, in coarseness and conceit, of ‘ self-educated men,’ a Texan lawyer
who had read Blackstone when he was a
wagon-master spelling out the difficult
words by camp fires and the illumination of
pine knots. Benjamin, who ultimately took
Myr. Hunter's place, was facile, a rapid and
amounts
dispatching vast
clerk,
adroitunderi
.
aa
| Of routine business, but utterly incapable
‘inthe higher administration of . publie
This

capacity was

55

8
tf8

Water

Street,

22

Boston.

Hair Dye is

the best

in

stantancous

reliable,

; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints;

walls

and

Norman

THE HOWE a

inet, just after the battle of Manassas, that
Mz. Hunter ventured to express an opinion

‘

:

bid stream

¢

y

her than they ought | minor poems is a story of the
High Tide |@nd his characteristic, fatal disposition to
that so damaged her native city in 1571. | repel, as froma position of rivalry, the com«
ey should in the
le and | * Winstanl ey.” another of her hest poems, | Pany and support of other leading men in

of flattery of the

their prejudices.

Charles Sumner never | is the history of a lighthouse.

- courted his -own

even, and

MACHINE.

When she | the country.

scenes and objects; the stir and tumult
of a great city are never felt in her verse,

He owes his greatness to fidelity to his | In short, she reflects, more strongly even
own
soul. Amongcourtiers,
a huge the
mob people
of fawners
than most surrou
of her guild,
and Democratic
saw | youthful
rs, the imagex of her|
:
«

:
x
in this orator—A

“HP
MAN,

They

soon

Baya’
Hepe we

found

voy
might

eo
:
1
close, feeling sure that

.
in

.
History,

the
in

Kasten
C
J
that
early pe a

re
where

&
Bie

Ww
orew

sward P his goal,

with- | and that we may rightly tell, as they do not | ,,4 mace, were but vulgar drugs,

never

“

failed of an election whenever

name has been putin nomination.

i

his|

Miss

Ingelow’s

He has'| banker, and

never cven lifted his little finger to procure | traced

4 the

wv;

HY

.

.

1

father was a

’

precious

Biitton-Hole

his

descent

highest honors thatH his stateh can
be-e | Nathaniel
£1
Nat aniet

Ingel ow,

in

from

h
who

a

chine

certain

once, wrote

Dr.

a cu

in

former

ages

Making

oo

which he cannot command.
his
career
illustrate
his |
to the
doctrine
that the |
:
ine
that
the |
office should seek the man, and not the man |
~the office. When his election was pendin
Two incidents
of
inflexible
adherence

~y

~~

»

before the legislature for

the

first

time, it

needed only a ‘single vote to decide his
fate. He was imporfuned to give private
assurances that he would act in the main
with the majority of the party. The only
answer they received was that he stood by
every word of every speech he had made
on the question of slavery. Again, he was
asked simply to g° up to the state house,
one morning, and
shake hands pleasantly
with one ‘‘ shakey” legislator, whom this

without | est Hs Re DR I

unanimous,

A

Democrat

called

on

fayorite

resort of Jean and her brother. The coming up of the tides, the ships, the gangs of
towmen and their monotonous songs, made

a daily delight for them.

hr

Jegn was one of eleven children, and,

See

was

-of- | showed

rage; although he was opposed to Mr. Sum_ner in politics, if ever he had a chance to
*“ Now,"

to

the

barbarism of

said the Democrat,

educated,”

religious

as

and

tendencies

>

Jean Ingeiow’s

of

purchasing at a thousand human lives or so
that fervid

earth,

warmed

from

a mem-

Neach a hight it cannot kegp!’ ”

with

all

poetic

faculty

is a nat-

Her charities

money for such purposes “than
Lot of most. women:

the

enthusiasm of his youth. Aided by a niemory which never fails to keep whatever he
once hears or reads, he always brings to
whatever topic he deals with a variety and
aptness of historical illustration which
make’ him an almost indispensable authotity in every debate. He has probably made
more speeches of the character termed by
the

French

sans

repligne—speeches,

mm

to

.

Ww 10 love to prophesy smooth

eloquently .ur

ance

giving

e duty of the hour. The

:

the

* many noble lessons which the life of Senator Sumn er affords:

Noris

it necessary.

+ For, after all, they are all summed
Be MANY vr.l
1]

up

—Independent.

seclusion

during

their so-

on hig

Majesty, and

every evening a

the Emperor a general report of what

may haye taken place in. Paris during the

.

. Our space does not" permit us to trace

Oe

dispatch arrives from the Prefect of Police

, fearlessly, clearly and

All the trimmers and all the traitors

detest him,

Eugenia,

journ at Fontainbleau.
Every morning
court carriages are. sentto the -station to
await the arrival of the Minister in attend-

things—the Fessenden, for example, and
the reimbu Hs mand oe false-hearted men
who seek to betray their party-—the Johnsons* for example, andthe Doolitt]l
-—readily
tok]
be-p ointed out by-one
ur 1 mion
en— a venomous hatred of Chatles Sumner.

and
wn

main in perfect

=-always where a statesman ought to be—in

blind lead ers

the

The Paris correspondent of the Lonilon
Star writes :
“We hear. that their Majesties will re-

like

pat

falls to

—————

Napoleon

hig” famous Kansas oration, unanswerable
by solid and uhbroken ranks .of admitted
facts—than any other ‘member of either
house of Congress.
¥ Again, he is always at his appointed post
the van of ne

y
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Obituaries.

:
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iiiAg't.
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Particular Notice!
Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with
cash
equal 10 five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a

to

the

Star.

preminms

Of

their

for new

character

have

no

take the work of canvassing, we have no doubt.

1. Any new subgeriber sending $4,00 in advance,
shall be entitled to one copy of the Star for two

these objects by printing |

i

.

SIRES

DY

FOR

WORMS

:
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£

Phis celebrated specific for, worms is used with the
utmost freedom and confidence by gentlemen who
have obtained eminence in the medical profession,and
many of these, throwing aside their prejudices, have

cheerfully given certificates testifying to its superior:
ity.
that

Tt is used gxtensively

Nothing

for

the

simple

reason

has yet been discovered which
be substituted in its place,

And it is given without
ery one knows its perfect
attested

its

superiority

can

apprehension, because cvsafety.
It has now been’

before the public for over © FORTY

cities

in

YEARS,” and

thousands

of

has

eases,

B. A. Fahnestock’s Son & Co.,

ham, July 17, aged 73 years.
JouN TANNER died in Farmington,
aged 81 years.
.

“Dea.

Noon

York

died

July

in Middleton,

27,

Aug.

22, aged81 years.
He tvas a good man and died
with the armor on.
Guroran F., kon of William A. Towle, died in
Now Durham, Aug. 23, aged 15 months,
I
d
D. L. EDGERLY
|

Theological Cyclopedia,

and” place

Price 5,00, or

6, For eleven new subscribers, and $27,50, (with
$1,360 additional to pay postage) we will send the first

and second volumes of the Cyclopedia.
7. For forty-five

new

subscribers,

will give a Sewing Machine, (Howe's,

Price $10,00.,

and

or Wilcox

Gibb%, or Wheeler & Wilson's, as may

Transportation
65,00.
8, For

to be

seventy-five

paid

new

by

$112,50, we

be

&

preferred.

the receiver.) Price

subscribers,

and

$187,560,

we will give one of Baker and Randall's Five Octave
Lucey A. wife of M. Shonyo, formerly of’Ver- Single Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case. (Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
Price $115,00.
mont, died at" the residence of Mr. Cyrus Bach9. ¥or one hundred new subscrib vs, and-$250, we
- elder, in Hatley, P, Q., Aug. 1, in the 53d yearof
her age. Sister 8, had'long been an eathest and will give one of ‘Baker & Randall's Five Octave

devoted (gfristian; and was a member of the F.
Baptist church in Albany, Vis, at the time of her
death.
‘
TP.
JANE, wife

of the

late

Joseph

Wolfboro, Aug. 19, aged 85 years.

Pray,

Double

Reed Organs,

in Black

Walnut Case.

(Trans-

portation to be paid by the receiver.)

Adapted tothe

$375,00, we

Randalls

parlor or vestry.
Price $140,00.
¥
10. For one hundred and fifty new ‘subscribers and
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MISCELLANEOUS.

point,

The

narrowness

of the

throigh them.
South” church,

;

Official returns from the Vermont election
are to the effect that Page is elected Gov. by.
about 27,500 majority.
Gen. Sherman has written to Gen. Grant,
through army headquarters, expressing his belief that a general Indian war is imminent, and
recommending that additional Woops be sent to
thie frontier.
ve
|
e Convention at Worces
Stat
n
ica
ubl
Rep
The
ter,last week, nominated the Hon. William Claflin, of Newton, as a candidate for Governor, and
Captain Joséph Tucker, of Lenox, as a candidate
for Lieutenant-Governor;
and completed the
State ticket'by renominating the present ineum-

bentsof the cffices of Secretary of State, Attornéy-General, Treasurer and Auditor. - The Hon.

John H. Clifford, of New Bedford, and the Hon.

Dr. Bond went
where he heard

to the “Old
music which

made him wonder how he got in without a ticket. “It was so fine and se eminently ‘out of
place.
‘We would enjoy these quartette choirs | Saw
verppach if we could get‘over our. prejudice

Governor

English

and

General” Franklin

the directions

it in‘the kettle for cooking. Wo each

~Hdueation for Farming.

eek ending,

+ 81
« 82 1
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of every

ome

of whom
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Some time later she was married

harvested, and

until of the right consistence.

Tt should be just |

threé months to.ripen; then
Ameri ican Agricuiturist,

cork

great demand for the labor

of good mechanics of

almost every trade, many of whom are now getting very high wages. The country is growing

und

was

Tribune’s Bowling Green special charg-

fallen standard of the stars and stripes, and under the feet of an exultant *‘ Confederate,” who

Morris, Constantinople; Mr.
Harrington,

Switzerland;

Marsh,
Mr.

Consul

at Paris; Mr. Murphy, Consul at Frankfort; Mr.

" Moran;of the

Legation

in

England,

in

SHA.

two-thirds of all the consuls yet heard from.

Mr. George T. Curtis has a long argument to
show that the constitutional amendment is v oid,
because the consent of the Southern States was
obtained by military force.
Probably he don’t
beligye in thie Union, because the Southern consent to that was algo obtained by military force.
9

ly

Seeretary McCulloch of the Treasury, has finalconcluded
to vote the Democratic ticket,

though

greatly dissatisfied

with the

financial

plank in that platform. He doesn’t like the Congressional plan of reconstruction.

Hon. Horsee Maynard is talked of as the Republican candi date for Governor of Tennessee,
The efforts of the Us.

8.

troops

stop the wholesale murder
freedmen

in

rebel press.

in Texas

of Union

that state, excites. the

The

Centerville

to

men

and

‘ire of

the

speaks of them a8 “ torn from

}

and

and shackled, at the in‘Aman, a notorious liar and scoun-

Still earlier i. 1716,

has jelegraphiod across Lake Ontario by his new
method.

cession and inheritance

Ex-Governor T. H.

Seymour died at his

pesi-

law and practiced the profession; represented
Connecticut in Congress from 1843 to 1845; went
to Mexico as Major of a New England regiment,
in 1846; was elected Governor of his State in 1850,
and re-elected three times in succession; and was
Minister to Russia during Pierce’s administra.
tion.
He was a pro-slavery Democrat, and a

the

week.

The

speech

He

spoke.

strongly as to the good the war did inending slay-

ery, and said that ‘whichever

party

the next President would be a warm’
England.

triumphed,

friend of

Dispatches from Madrid state that the. govern-

nent is taking extraordinary precautions to guard
against any outbreak, and many disaffected in the
army have been removed.

The Rev. Dr. Bellowsof New York has written
Times on the Irish chureh,

question. He says that the.-disestablishment of
the Irish church is a measure of even more importance to the foreign relations than to the in-

ternal interest of Great Britain,

;

Paragraphs.
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stated

that

the

ascertained debt of the Un
States on the first
day of April, 1865, as entered upon the hooks of

the Treasury Department,

amounted

956,077. Four months later, on
gust, 1365, the debt represented’
amounted to $2,757,680,571; and
has been assumed of late to have

to $2,366,

very fur from being the fact,

These figures represent only the ar font of debt

| actually entered upon the hooks of

¢ Treasury

it, but there existed at ‘that time a lia-

bility for a very large sum not then entered, but

“for which the Government
was bound as much
44 if the bonds had then been issued. A lability
paid

The Albion (English)
“The fact that Queen
the beautiful scenery of
time may seem strange

results, which are so different from

forgotten,

‘It is to be hoped thét her Majesty, who journgys
for health and change of scene, will have strength
enough to see a good deal of this beautiful land.)

phere.

Mg. MASON JONES, who is well knoWn in this
country as a sound politician of the Liberal school,

withdeing a friend of Garibaldi, as.every true
Liberal must be. Such a display of bigotry at the
very time when the Libefals have pledged them:
selveseto pull down the Protestant Established
Church in Ireland will be of immense service to
the British Tories, who have got up the “No

Popery !” cry, and who will be able to show from
‘the treatment Mr, Jones has received, that Ro-

manism is the same intolerant thing to-day that

it was in earlier times ~that it ‘earns nothing

it
A

few more such exhibittons of paitry polities, and

the Irish Established Church will become an uninstitution to

This heat raises the temperature

must occur at the period of minimum heat in the
moon. . Upon extending the comparison.to fortythree years
of observations
at’ Greenwich,

Mr. HarriSon.finds still a fluctuation of temper-,
ature, but the range is reduced to one degree and

one minute. Prof. Loomis then exhibited a table of results which he had deduced from seven:
years’ observatibns, and drew the conclusion that
the moon did affect the weather, and maintained

lowed the same law as the sun,

tieth centuryif not to the twenty-first.

It wou d

be (hie helght of folly to break down
any Protestant
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for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
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est heat about the last quarter; but that the heat.

be remembered that even a decade ago the practice of extended traveling was unknown among
the royal families of Europe.
Tradition
is
agains the locomotion of sovereigns, and it will
be many years before it dies out.
The political
relations of States, and the significance which
rumor attaches to many royal movements, tend
to keep the soveréigns at home, since, although
they may avoid ceremonial receptions Hy the
use of an incognito, they cannot throw off their
identity, nor attain perfect privacy and irresponsibility. That her Majesty will enjoy Alpine
scenery with a keen zest, no’ reader of her Life
in the Highlands will doubt, - If the brown hills
of Scotland affected her with such emotion, what
must be her pleasure in looking for the first
time on the mighty masses of the Alps, with
their clothing of snow and glacier, their wategr
| falls, thbir pine forests, and all those natural.

polly safe

what

have been anticipated, Mr. Harrison explains by

says:
Victoria is now visiting
Switzerland for the first
to the general, and-es-

and forgets nothing,”—and that, therefore,
ought not to'reveive favor from Protestants.

|

He

and the minimum about four days after the full,
The difference between the maximum near the
first quarter apd the minimum near the last quarter is two-and-a-half degrees Fahrenheit. These

de sa

Queen's County, Iréland, in the British Parlifis4
ment, because he is charged by some Catholics

mum-debt of the country at any one time, -

But such was

obstacles

has béen forced to retire from a contest upon
which he had entered for the representation of

the first of Au.
upon the books
the latter sum
been the maxi.

the weather.”

supposing that the moon really attains its great-

features which. onee.seén.aré never

At the recent

Republiean Convention at Worcester, Mass., Mr,

Edward Atkinson of Brooklipe,

all

raconte par un tempin

pecially 10 the American, reader.

An Irish bishop has predicted that the disestablishment of the Trish church will make Ireland a
separate state,

a letter to the London

overcame

vie (2 vols.).

evidence

in England.

et” Ballades

title, Victor Hugo

elicited Is very strong against the prisoner.
Reverdy Johnson has made a favorable impression by his first

Odes

upon

ably consistent with each other, and which indicate that the moon exerts an appreciable influence upon terrestrial temperature, the maximum
occurring six or nine days after the new moon,

friend. While living with him in exile, she
wrote, in 1863,a life. of her husband under the

The trial of Whalen for the ‘murder of the Hon.
Thomas D’Arey McGee began at Ottawa, Canaof last

life.

on -47 @oo

Cotton Jeans...12

observation at Greenwich, nine years at Oxford
and sixteen years at Berlin, Mr. Harrison of
England has obtained results which are remark-

The married life of Victor Hugo was ohe of great
happiness, his wife being, in all the many vicissitudes which awaited the poet, his most devoted

His funeral took place on the 7th.
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at the time of the second octant being twenty-five

As he was poor, permission to marry the friend
of his youth was for some time withheld,’but the
glory which was acquired by the publication of

FOREIGN.
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which lasted

the - Weather.

per cent. greater than at the time of the fourth
octant. From a comparison of observations made
at Paris, Orange,and Carlsruhe, Gasparin arrived
at results not differing greatly from those of
Schubler.
By a compdTison of sixteen years of

THE CABLE announces the death of the wife of
Vietor Hugo.
She had been the companion of
Hugo from his earliest boyhood, being brought
up with him-in Paris in the former Convent o
Feullatines. A ‘mutual attachment sprang up be

tween the playmates

and

Germany, Schubler, in 1830, deduced a sensible
influence of the- moon; the number of rainy days

the “‘crea-
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-said that from twenty-eight years’ obsgrvation in

tions” of past generations.

dence in Hartford, Sept: 3, aged6l. He was educated at Middleton Military Institute; studied

Mason.

concentrated

Moon

influence of the moon

tra titles,to such an extent have the laws of suc-

The Fok Jonas D. Sleeper, clerk of the United State Supreme Judicial Court’ of Merrimac
County, New Hampshire, died last week.
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- Notwithstanding recent assaults upon the old
notion that the moon influences the weather, we
find the following in the report of the proceedings of the recent scientific convention at *Chicago.
Prof. Elias Loomis next read a paper on “ The

minor
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for the profit they hope to gain by the rise in value of the land. Thus there is and will be an increasing demand for intelligent young farm man-

ican Agrieulturist.

THE CROWNED heads of Europe, and even
persons of lesser rank, when desirous of avoiding
burdensome attention on their travels, are in the

The Queen of England travels on the continent
as the Countess of Kent,.and her royal cousins
are not expected to be offensively aware that she
is anybody else. Any English or Continental
prince or peer is likely to have half a dozen ex-

|
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drawing
articles of daily consumption fresh.
from the fountain of natural supply, or to be’
used as summer retréats from din and dust, or

ucated brains and this demand, as-seon as it is
consequences which it would
inevitably bring
felt upon the farm, will keepcour agricultural
upon posterity.
Just a century was required. | colleges and lecture rooms full of attentive pubring about emancipation. Dr. Hopkin $< Was pils, who choose farming as their trade.—A mep-

titles appertaining to their respective positions.

through water for any distance without the use
of wire or any other conducting substance.
He

and-their fathers’

agers to superintend these estates with profit to
the owner.
Good salaries will be paid for ed-

the wickedness of slave-holding and the terrible

habit of assuming some one

James H. Mower, of Tomwints, N.Y., claims
that he has discov ered # method of telegraphing

foun-

direction, or upon shares, either fof the sake of

especially in New

C onservative, re- | Friends to purchase and keep slaves.”
their homes

the house.

upon a broader

dation than that of their own

the Friends’ monthly meeting at Nantucket re- |
corded that “it is notlgréeable to “truth for.

to Austin for trial,

their agricultural practice

experience.
h
Our successful commertial
men, merchants,
manufacturers, bankers, brokers, shippers, etc.,
as soon as they acquire wealth which they do not
need in business, immediately buy country seats,
or farms, which they have worked under their

ferring fo the arrest of “ ten gentlemen” of that
locality, and their removel

sleeping rooms upon the east and south
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SUNSHINE IN SLEEPING RoOMs.—Sunshine is
The Cornell Uni~|
versity, with its unrivaled advantages, the Unias necessary to the health of animals as plants,
versity of Kentucky, and several other instituand we should contrive, if possibe, to have our

England; that Dr. Samuel Hopkins, minister of
Newport, R. I., was the first open advocate of
the abolition of slavery in this country. But John
‘Woolman, the Quaker preacher of New Jersey,
began his labors in 1760, at the yearly meeting
in Newport, talking very plainly with the families whom he visited concerning their slaves,

settled at Newport in 1770.

arranged

|

eed
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Colleges, offer such facilities.

cal illustrations with which Mr. Nast has furnished the public. We are very glad they find a

place again in Harper's.
IT 18 currently believed,

tastefully

‘speaking for themselves in the pokes of the peeple—
a proofand a guaranty of their superiority, and farnishing th# best reason for their great popularity, and

seus eure @2
anaes

thing better than the premiums offered. They
will draw out the skill, and cultivate the taste of
the makers,and give pleasure to the thousands
who study them.

Schools of New Haken, Rutgers and Dartmouth

of the picture is a colored orphan’ asylum in
flames. It is one of the best of the many politi-

and ever

Bouquets

edge of where to obtain information from books

Five Points Irisliman; and on the other, a Fifth
Avenue gentleman, “with the initials ‘A, B.,”
also with one foot upon the body .of the negro,
one hand clasped in that of the Irishman,and the
other full of ““ greenbacks” to pay for services
endered at the polls. Tu the distanceis a South:
ern school-house on fire, and in another portion

Italy; Mr,

Nicolay,

x

Weeoseasl28

:

rt2 teendnr

and from other sources, and finally,
how to make
knowledge available.
The Agricultural Colleges
of Michigan
and Massachusetts, the Scientific

guage and expressing an earnest desire for- his | his face. On one side of the ‘*C,8. A. stands,
election, have been received in Washington from swith a club in one hand, and one foot upon the
Cassius M. Clay and his Sécretary* of Legation. prostrate negro’s head, an ugly specimen of a
Mr. Curtin, Russia; John P. Hale, Spain; Gen.
John A. Dix and his Secretary, Mr. Hoffman,"
Paris ; Mr. Watts; the new Minister to Austria;
John Hay, Charge
Affaires av Vienna; Mr,

| em

seal.

rapidly, and though.as a rule, American journeyLadies at the Fall Fairs.
men are by no means thoroughly accomplished;
——
like the mechanics of Europe, §yet there is work
The best part of any agricultural exhibition is |
enough for them, and they rise rapidly if industhe people, and the best part of the people are
trious, sober, and intelligent. This makes the
the ladies. The legitimate aim of the fair is the
trades very attractive to young farmers, and the
instruction of the people in the details of their
mechanic arts will always draw their recruits calling. ‘We very properly measure the success
largely from the farms.
The farm, however, of- of an agricultural exhibition, not by the multifers greater inducements to really. intelligent la- tudes that throng it, and the entrance fees, but

to. Gen-

has gadagger in his uplifted hand and

Waltham ‘Watches.
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350. 00 OF THESE WATCHES ro now

es the Ku Klux Klan in
Ky.
with
being
more bold and defiant than ever. They recently

The Tribune’s Washington dispatch says that
letters, favoring Gen. Grant in the strongest |an-

am» ER x CAN

a]

to Tum slowly fron i hottie: Wher
“when this is'done, the work Will he Fach that | thick-enongh
fewer hands will do it, and the boys can be cool, pour it into bottles, cover them witha bit
spared te go to a trade or to school. There is a of cotton cloth tied” on the neck, and leave it

"thougitt to end the case, but her claim was resisted, and now the seventh mandate, from the
highest tribunal in the United States is final.—
Mrs. Gaines, who his thus been engaged thirtyfour years in a law-sujt, was married in 1882, to
Mr. Whitney; in 1834 commeneed
her suits,
and in 1336 became a widow, her, husband dying
by yellow fever in a few hours.
She was left
alone with three little ones, a slender fortune

able.

J

Boones od £3 fo |

eral Gaines, who was warmly interested in her
struggle, and dévoted his time and fortune to the | bor ‘than either the trades or the mercantile
by the instruction it affordsto those who come.
professions, and young farmers should plan how
work.
But he died in 1849, and since that time,
There should first be something to see, and then
to best spend the: winter for their improvement
she has struggled aloné, with unwearied energy,
the more that come the better. No part of the
alee an entrance into the house of Glasgow
in their profession.
and is now, at the age of sixty-three, probably
exhibition is more instructive than that which
+ Williams, a Union soldier, and in the presence of
The farmer without an cducation for his’ call
the richestr woman in Ameriea.
A schedule,
appropriately comes under woman's supervision.
his wife killed him because he saidhe intended
ing remains a sort of dei! wherever he is, and The dairy belongs to her,and the bread,the need lefiled in 1839, showing a portion of the estate;
to vote for Grant. They a's) hung an old inoffensive
he stands no higher i soci ty than a mere handamounts to more than five million dollars. The
work and the fine arts,the flowers'and the paultry.
. negro, and on Friday they attacked a settlement
ought = to. “Properly: “educated for his
property was from her father, Daniel Clark, and. worker
We are very far from perfection in any of these
of Shakers, inflicting damages to their property
business
he
elevates
His
profession
and
himself
includes some of the most valuable estates in
departments, and we should . like. to see the skill
amounting to $250,000.
exactly in proportion to his intelligence arid gen{ New Orleans, and various plantations.
and enterprise of our fair countrywomen fully
eral culture. Facilties for agricultural educa- represented in the fairs that are just. before us .—
Anarchy and violence reign in Missouri. The |
MR. THOMAS NAST furnishes Harper's
Weektion
are
greatly
inergasing
over
the
whole
counKu Klux are sending letters to prominent Union § ly of September 5th with a ver y spirited pictorial
The prizes are worth contending for, aside from
try, and it would howell for farmer-hoys to see
men, threatening their assassination unless they
illustration of Wade Hampton’s plank of the
those offered by the committees,
Tlie best
leaye the state. The state “of society there is Democratic platform, S¥irieh Pron Jimees the Re- if they cannot in séthie way take "advantage of bread maker in the country” is an honor that
shocking. Nothing but Gran¥’s election will pu- construction Acts of Congress Unconstitutional, them, even if they can do no more than attend a would sit gracefully on any woman. The finest
single course of lectures. The advantages to be “butter neatly stamped in golden balls is certain
rify the air of many portions of the south enough
revolutionary and void.
.\ cojgred U. S. soldier
: “i make it wholesome for Republicans to live lies prostrated upon the ground, clinging to a gained would be some information which could to be looked at, and the maker to be inquired for.
;
+
hardly be acquired in any other way, a knowl5

The
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sieve to take out the skins and: seeds, a

the winter.

had borrowed

as

republish

several years since in the Agriculiurist. Selees
perfectly ripe, sound fruit, ¢ut in’slices, and
until the pulp is cooked soft. Rub it

pulp add three tablespoonfuls of salt, ground |,he
pepper, and mustard, and one of ground allspice.
Simmer work has “occupied the minds and Enclose four large sweet peppers, add two or
Against Sunday amusement,” says he naively.—
** There are,” 'he says, ‘‘no parallel streets in’ ands of the young men and boys of the country, three garlicg, ‘or one large onion, in a small bag,’
0, «
;
.
:
a
Mess ¥ bbl. 8 BF
and by this time they begin to see’ their Way and boil in the catsup. The garlic or onion ‘may.
Boston—they are all unparalleled.”
Gesn wee
0
Cob
47
@
.
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Prim
be omitted ifthe flavor is not relished. Cook it Statelick primeis 8 © 4
THE DECISION obtained in 1860, in
i fav or of the through, and many are thinking what to do for

David Seare, of Boston, were nominated as candi- and few friends, in the midst of thosé in whom
dates for Presidential Electors at large.
{her claims had produced the most bitter opposiThe Connecticut democrats have nominated tion. She soon spent her husband’s estate, and
Presidential Electors at large.
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